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Abstract 
 
This thesis is a part of the KTH’s participation in the DySCAS European project. Its purpose is 
to explore the possibility of integrating different middleware based embedded electronic 
subsystems by connecting them with an intermediate gateway. In particular, this thesis work 
centres in achieving the interoperability between a pair of middlewares where one is statically 
and the other dynamically reconfigurable. 

The automotive industry, among others, is starting to face the problem of trying to integrate very 
different kinds of elements into a same system. In the case of a car the traditional electronic 
control systems involved in driving are meeting a whole new domain of multimedia devices such 
as GPS, DVD players or cell phones, which are also integrated as a part of the system. While the 
first require a very safe, fault tolerant, static environment, the others require a flexible and 
adaptive support, so no single middleware can provide all the features demanded. 

This thesis tries to apply the concept of a multi-middleware system to solve the problem. Each 
subsystem is built over the middleware that best suits its needs and a central gateway allows all 
of them to interoperate. The approach is validated by means of a case study in which a 
subsystem using SHAPE, a dynamically reconfigurable middleware developed under the 
DySCAS framework, is added to an existing automotive platform based on SAINT, a statically 
reconfigurable middleware developed in the Machine Design department at KTH. 

The report contains a study of the different middlewares selected for the test case focused on the 
interactions and communication protocols between applications. The results are used to evaluate 
different design approaches for the gateway and select the most suitable one. 

The design chosen for implementation is a modular design with three main blocks. One is 
connected to the SAINT subsystem through a CAN interface and implements an adapted version 
of the SAINT middleware which presents the gateway as an additional node in the network. A 
second block does the equivalent with the SHAPE subsystem while a third is in charge of 
communicating between both modules. 

To allow communication between the two different technologies a translation process was 
designed during this thesis. It is done by defining an abstract metalanguage of middleware 
transactions. Each technology implements its own translation to this intermediate language 
independent of the other subsystems which grants the solution a better scalability. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Detta examensarbete är en del av KTH:s deltagande i det europeiska DySCAS-projektet. Dess 
syfte är att utforska möjligheten att integrera olika inbyggda system baserade på 
mellanprogramvaror (middleware) genom att ansluta dem med en mellanliggande gateway. 
Särskilt fokuseras på att åstadkomma kompabilitet mellan ett par mellanprogramvaror, där den 
ena är statiskt och den andra dynamiskt konfigurerbar. 

Bilindustrin, bland andra, börjar möta problemet att integrera väldigt olika beståndsdelar i 
samma system. I fallet bilar möter de traditionella elektroniska reglersystem för körningen en 
helt ny domän av multimediaenheter, exempelvis GPS, DVD-spelare eller mobiltelefoner, vilka 
också integreras som en del av systemet. Medan de förra kräver en väldigt säker, feltolerant och 
statisk omgivning, kräver de senare en flexibelt och adaptivt stöd, så ingen ensam 
mellanprogramvara kan erbjuda alla efterfrågade funktioner. 

Detta examensarbete försöker använda konceptet av system byggda av flera mellanprogramvaror 
för att lösa problemet. Varje delsystem byggs ovanpå den mellanprogramvara som bäst lämpar 
sig för dess behov och en central gateway låter dem alla interagera. Ansatsen valideras genom en 
fallstudie i vilken ett delsystem som använder SHAPE, en dynamiskt omkonfigurerbar 
mellanprogramvara utvecklad under DySCAS-ramverket, läggs till en existerande 
fordonsplattform baserad på SAINT, en statiskt omkonfigurerbar mellanprogramvara utvecklad 
vid institutionen för maskinkonstruktion på KTH. 

Rapporten innehåller en studie av de olika mellanprogramvarorna som valts för testfallet, 
fokuserad på interaktion och kommunikationsprotokoll mellan applikationer. Resultaten används 
för att utvärdera olika förslag på gatewaydesign och välja den lämpligaste. 

Designen som valdes för implementation är en modulär design med tre huvudblock. Ett är 
ansluten till SAINT-delsystemet genom ett CAN-gränssnitt och implementerar en anpassad 
version av SAINT-mellanprogramvaran som en extra nod på nätverket. Ett andra block gör 
motsvarande för SHAPE-delsystemet, medan ett tredje är ansvarigt för kommunikation mellan 
dessa bägge block. 

För att tillåta kommunikation mellan de bägge olika teknikerna används en översättningsprocess 
som utvecklats under projektet. Det görs genom att definiera ett abstrakt metaspråk för 
transaktioner med mellanprogramvaran. Varje teknik implementerar en egen översättning till ett 
mellanstående språk som är oberoende av övriga delsystem, vilket leder till bättre skalbarhet. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
DySCAS (Dynamically Self-Configuring Automotive Systems) [7] is a European research project driven by 
a series of companies and universities related with the automotive industry, including KTH. It started in June 
2007, within the FP6 [33], and it's planned to finish in November 2008, which frames this report in the final 
semester of the project.

The thesis work presented in this document has been developed as part of KTH's participation in DySCAS. 
In particular, it will be centred in the task of designing and implementing one of the validators of the project.

During the period of the thesis project, the goal will be to build a general purpose platform for validation and 
testing for DySCAS [11]. The platform itself will only cover a fraction of the concepts KTH is planning to 
evaluate, but will serve as a testbed for other tests after the end of the thesis. It has been planned this way 
because of the nature of the thesis work, which is very constrained in time.

1.1 Background
The origin of this thesis work can be tracked to two independent starting points: SAINT [2] and DySCAS 
[7].

On one hand, the SAINT (Self Adaptive INtelligent Truck) project was developed by students at the Machine 
Design  Department  in  KTH  with  the  objective  of  researching  about  software  modularity  and  system 
reconfigurability. The result was double: a middleware based technology to allow static reconfiguration and a 
demonstration platform consisting of a 1:6 scaled model of a truck running the actual middleware.

SAINT is an example of what it will be referred to in this document as a statically reconfigurable system. 
Such systems can have the applications contained in it reorganized without needing to recode them; only turn 
off the system and install a new configuration.

Nevertheless, as the technology evolves, systems become, not only more complex, but also harder to predict 
how its  behaviour  will  be  during  runtime.  This  is  even  more  obvious  in  the  infotainment  area,  where 
elements of the system can easily change their availability, location or performance demands. If it is planned 
to support devices such as MP3 players, cell phones or PDAs a traditional static approach will not suffice.

To cover these upcoming needs, the DySCAS (Dynamically Self Configurable Automotive System) project 
aims for “the elaboration of fundamental concepts and architectural guidelines, as well as methods and tools  
for the development of self-configurable systems in the context of embedded vehicle electronic systems.” [7] 
Its main objective is to develop a networked middleware capable of discovering the available nodes and 
applications, evaluate the context of the system and dynamically generate a suitable configuration at any 
time during runtime. Adding or removing nodes to the system and applications that vary their requirements 
through time will be handled by the DySCAS middleware.

Such a technology will solve many of the emerging problems in the automotive world, but most likely will 
not be able to provide a complete solution to a whole system. Most probably, DySCAS nodes will have to 
coexist  with  others  implemented  with  different  technologies,  including  non-dynamical  ones.  Gradual 
technology migration, legacy applications or simply sections of a system preferred to be implemented with 
static solutions (e.g. safety critical subsystems) are scenarios the DySCAS project should count with.

This thesis will try to explore the problem just presented and provide a solution.

1.2 Objective
As for the research aspirations of this project, the ultimate objective can be described as:

Integrate  a  dynamically  reconfigurable  middleware  and  a  statically  reconfigurable  
middleware into the same system without substantial modifications in the implementation for  
any of the two.
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1.3 Approach to the Problem
The  issue  of  a  multi-platform  system  will  be  approached  by  investigating  a  case  study.  The  chosen 
middlewares for it are SAINT as the static one and DySCAS as the dynamic.

The SAINT middleware was chosen as the statically reconfigurable one for several reasons. First of all, since 
it  was  developed  in  the  same  department  where  the  thesis  project  took  place,  all  the  information  and 
particularities of it were accessible during the thesis work. Secondly, it is a fairly simple middleware, with 
few processes and functions. This made it easier to handle than the far more complex commercial ones. 
Nevertheless, it still is a good representation of newer static middlewares in the industry, such as AUTOSAR 
(AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) [24].

A multi  platform system will  be  built  to  test  the  integration,  which  will  be  measured  in  terms  of  the 
interoperability of the applications in it. The starting point will be the SAINT demonstrator which will be one 
of the two subsystems. To this a second subsystem will be added, consisting of one or more DySCAS nodes. 
Finally, some DySCAS application will be created to interact with the SAINT ones located in the truck and 
therefore have an interoperability proof-of-concept.

A delimitation imposed to the project is not to alter substantially the existing technologies' implementation. 
No  matter  which  level  of  interoperability  it  achieves,  a  solution  that  passes  by  redefining  the  existing 
technologies is not very useful. Therefore, both subsystems will be interconnected by means of a gateway 
that will connect them at a physical level and take care of performing all the needed protocol translations.

An ECU (Electronic Control Unit) of its own will contain the gateway functionality1,  making a gateway 
ECU2. There is another delimitation to the development and it is to use a module of the company Movimento 
(Puma) to build this gateway ECU. Movimento is also a partner of the DySCAS project and is also involved 
in creating validators for it using the same Puma modules, which makes the choice attractive beyond the 
mere technological features.

Parallel to the interest of the thesis work as a DySCAS demonstrator, some effort will be oriented to improve 
the SAINT platforms. Two extra features will be added to the SAINT demonstrator allocated in the gateway: 
a logging system and an embedded version of the reconfiguration tool.

1.4 Outline
This  report  is  divided into different  main sections  that  cover  the  most  relevant  aspects  involved in  the 
development of the thesis. Here is a description of them:

1. The introduction, which contains this points, provides an overview of the context and purpose of the 
thesis.

2. The second section covers the information gathered about the technologies and tools involved in the 
project. The two middlewares being integrated are analysed covering the aspects that will affect their 
integration into a same system, as well as the tools that will be used to do so.

3. This section describes the design process of the gateway. It starts with a description of the problem 
and evolves over the different approaches and how these evolved into the final version. Parallel to 
this, there is another description of how the translation between technologies was designed including 
the preliminary ideas.

4. After the design strategy described in section number 3, this one describes its implementation. It 
covers the internal functioning of the three main blocks in which the gateway is divided as well as 
the interactions between them and the detail of the translation process.

1 According to the DySCAS glossary [12] a gateway is “A functional unit that interconnects two computer networks  
with different network architectures.” 

2 Following the EASIS glossary [13]. “A gateway ECU is an ECU that is connected to two or more channels, and 
performs gateway functionality.”
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5. The last two sections, number 5 and 6, present the final stages of the thesis work. This includes the 
process of testing the results, the conclusions derived from the thesis work and in which ways it 
could be improved or extended.

1.5 Goals and Limitations
In the thesis several particular goals were defined to guide the overall objective of studying the middleware 
based subsystems integration. These goals can be divided into three main categories:

1. Study work: since the thesis involved the use of new technologies it was important to have a good 
knowledge  of  them,  their  capabilities  and  limitations.  This  knowledge  was  needed  to  create  a 
successful solution. The goals consisted of:

○ Achieving a good knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the Movimento tools, Puma 
and Pantera, relevant for the development of the project.

○ Achieving  an  understanding  of  both  middlewares  under  study,  SAINT  and  DySCAS,  and 
enumerate which elements of them could be made interoperable, how and what was needed to 
achieve so.

○ Understand the existing logging and configuration tools in the SAINT project and create a plan 
on how to integrate it into the gateway.

● Design and implementation: after understanding the technologies and tools involved in the thesis, 
the following goals defined how the development of the gateway solution should be carried out:

○ Create a set of possible approaches for the integration using a gateway, evaluate which was the 
most suitable for implementation.

○ Define a system design for the gateway following the chosen approach.

○ Implement a working version of the gateway in the Puma module following the selected design.

● Testing and Demonstration: to conclude the thesis work, the developed gateway had to be tested 
and its functionalities shown. These last goals cover how this is done:

○ Define  and carry  out  a  battery  of  tests  that  evaluate  the  correct  functioning  of  the  features 
included in the gateway solution.

○ Design and develop a demonstration, or series of them, that show the successful interaction of 
applications and services located in different subsystems.

As it will be explained later in this document, not all the goals were achieved. The implementation of part of 
the gateway was not possible to complete. This also affected the testing and demonstration of the thesis 
work. Because of the incomplete implementation and lack of time, it was not possible to fully test the system 
and no demonstration was created.
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2 STUDY OF THE INVOLVED TECHNOLOGIES
This section will present an overview of the technologies involved in this thesis work. The main focus will 
be to study the two platforms to be combined, SAINT and DySCAS, specially those elements that will have 
to interact directly, as well as the Movimento tools used for the project.

2.1 Common Terminology
Before starting to describe the different features and peculiarities of the SAINT and DySCAS middlewares, it 
is important to have a common terminological base to talk about them. The next points will describe several 
key concepts related with middleware's in a general way, not dependent of specific implementations.

2.1.1 Middleware
The first and most important term worth having a good understanding of is the concept of middleware itself.

This element can be defined as:

“Middleware is a class of software technologies designed to help manage the complexity and 
heterogeneity inherent in distributed systems. It is defined as a layer of software above the  
operating system but below the application program that provides a common programming  
abstraction across a distributed system.” [25]

In other words, the same way an operating systems helps handle the resources located in the controller or 
ECU where  it  is  running,  hiding  the  technologically  dependent  transactions,  a  middleware  handles  the 
resources when they are located throughout a distributed systems with different nodes in a network that may 
or may not built over the same platform or operating system. The idea is to create an additional level of 
abstraction between the applications running in a system and the system itself.

This abstraction is achieved by means of an Application Programming Interface (API), a series of interfaces 
provided to  the  applications  for  them to communicate  with other applications or  access services.  These 
interfaces, provided by the middleware, will hide the particularities of the underlying hardware and operating 
system, which allows to create technology independent applications.

Which  level  of  abstraction  and  how  it  is  achieved  are  two  of  the  main  features  defining  a  specific 
middleware. Some common features most middlewares offer are such as location transparency, that allows 
applications running over it to perform their tasks and access resources without needing to know where in the 
system  they  are  located  or  technology  independence,  where  applications  are  abstracted  from  the 
particularities  of  the  hardware  or  operating  system over  which  they  are  running.  Some of  the  features 
relevant to the study of the two technologies involved in this project will be considered later.

There  isn't  an  exclusive  way  in  which  middlewares  can  provide  these  functionalities  and  abstraction. 
Different  kinds  try  it  in  diverse  ways,  with  different  conceptual  approaches,  and  can  be  divided  into 
middleware categories [25]. One possible category is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based middlewares. 
These give the chance to applications to call functions which bodies are somewhere else in the network.

A very relevant one is the Message Oriented Middlewares (MOM), since actually both SAINT and DySCAS 
both fall in this category. Instead of interfaces to functions, the middleware offers a series of message queues 
across the system that can be accessed over the network. Different services and applications can deposit and 
withdraw messages from them as a means of communication between processes.

Another category, but not the only one left, is the Distributed Object Middleware. In the same way the RPC 
ones allowed processes to invoke remote procedures, this kind of middlewares provide the abstraction of 
using remote objects (those used in object oriented programming) and call their methods as if they were 
local.  The  resulting  distributed  objects  offer  all  the  traditional  object-oriented  programming  benefits  to 
distributed  systems.  CORBA (Common Object  Request  Broker  Architecture)  [23] is  the  most  relevant 
example of these kind of middlewares.
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2.1.2 Applications and services
As it has just been explained, the purpose of a middleware is to aid the applications running over it. Each one 
of these applications is a software component that performs an specific functional task or tasks [13]. In an 
automotive environment, examples of applications could be cruise control or the engine monitoring.  The 
compound  of  all  the  applications  running,  which  will  be  referred  to  as  the  application  layer,  and  the 
interactions between them will define what is the overall functionality of the system.

Another very important concept in a middleware based system is that of the service. A service is a functional 
feature or solution made available to other elements in the system to make use of it. The behaviour and 
interface of the process is published in the system, symbolically or explicitly, and other elements in the 
system,  service  clients,  such  as  applications  can  make  use  of  the  capabilities  provided  by  the  service. 
Examples of services can be a function that provides the data gathered by sensors or the servers in the 
Internet providing web pages.

The provider of a service can be of different kinds. An application executing some functionality can provide 
one, or processes inside the operating system or middleware. One single system element can provide several 
services  and in  order  to  provide a  certain  service  several  processes,  elements  or  applications  might  be 
needed. No matter the case, the middleware is in charge of handling and making available these services 
throughout  the  system.  It  must  provide  a  means  of  locating  and  accessing  services  regardless  of  their 
location, which, in many cases, is a service in itself. This will be explained in detail in the section about the 
name service.

2.1.3 Reconfigurability: static and dynamic
In order to work properly, all the elements in a system must be assembled and interconnected in a way that 
allows them to perform the tasks assigned to them. How the elements are distributed, in which way their 
requirements are going to be satisfied and, in case of resource limitations, to what extent their demands are 
going  to be covered will be called a configuration.

Particular elements of the configuration of a distributed system can be, for example, in which nodes are the 
different applications going to be allocated, how much system resources are going to be provided to certain 
processes or what are the communication channels between the different processes.

When using a middleware, the process of creating a configuration for a distributed system is simplified, since 
it can automate certain aspects of the configuration. Applications can then been programmed relying on the 
API provided by the middleware, abstracting them from details of the configuration such as it's location, the 
underlying platform or which channels to use to use services.

If the level of abstraction provided is enough, it will be possible to define new configurations for the system 
while keeping the technical issues hidden to the user. A middleware is reconfigurable if it allows to create 
new  system  configurations  without  having  to  recode  or  alter  the  implementation  or  behaviour  of  the 
applications and services running on it3. Once the configuration is deployed into the system, the middleware 
will adapt its internal behaviour to provide the same functionalities and interfaces to the applications under 
the new circumstances.

Deploying a configuration into the system is a process that only involves loading the appropriate software 
into the corresponding nodes. The problem arises when a new configuration has to be loaded into the system 
while the old one is still running. How to change the location of an application if it is being executed? Or 
how can the middleware adapt to the new distribution and how to handle the services and resources while the 
applications and processes are asking for them?

The traditional approach is the static reconfiguration. The configuration cannot be done while the system is 
running, it must be shut down or taken to a non operational state in order to reconfigure it. A middleware is 

3 Obviously any system can have its configuration changed, but without the abstraction layer of the middleware this 
process can be extremely complex, time consuming and probably imply recoding parts of the software. We will keep 
the term reconfigurable to those cases where the reconfiguration can be done in an automatic or semi-automatic way.
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considered statically reconfigurable if it can automatically adapt to a new configuration, but it requires to 
take the system to a static state to do so.

The static  approach is  a safe  way of handling reconfiguration,  but  it  can be very inconvenient  and not 
practical, especially if the system is liable to change its configuration often. During runtime, the context 
parameters might change for numerous reasons: nodes or applications might be added or removed from the 
system while its running (e.g. USB devices); parts of the system might fail making the configuration at that 
moment not functional; applications might vary their resource demands making the configuration unsuitable 
and needing a more efficient one, and a long etcetera.

In order to give a better service to such systems, some middlewares provide tools and means of changing or 
adapting the configuration of a system while it is running. If it allows to modify the system's configuration 
while  this  is  operational  and  without  needing  to  take  the  system  to  a  static  state,  the  middleware  is 
considered dynamically reconfigurable. This is the kind of middleware DySCAS is designed to be, and it is 
inspired by other middlewares that already implement these kind of features, such as CORBA [23].

2.1.4 Name service
One of the largest complexity issues distributed system have to deal with is the problem of locating services 
and  applications  in  it.  The  problem becomes  even  more  complex  when these  locations,  defined  in  the 
configuration, can change, even dynamically. To handle this, many distributed systems implement a service 
for registering and locating available services. The general concept will be referred to as the name service.

Services can be registered into it using a symbolic name, and the name service will keep record of their 
physical location. From that moment on, other applications can find services by querying the name service 
for their location using the symbolic name of these. As long as the symbolic name of services is kept the 
same, their location can vary from configuration to configuration without having to recode the applications, 
enabling reconfigurability.

A name service can be very simple (Illustration 1 below shows the extreme case of having the symbolic-
physical link written in a piece of paper) or its functionalities can be improved and make it able to track the 
reallocation of applications and services. If any element of the system changes locations, the name service 
will be notified so it can update its address tables. This improved service is behind many reconfigurable 
systems. Applications can still use the name service to find services even if their locations changes during 
runtime.

Probably the most well-known example of name service is the DNS (Domain Name System) in the Internet 
using  TCP/IP  [27].  Applications  trying to  access  on-line  services  can query the  DNS servers,  that  will 
translate the symbolic name of services, URLs, into physical network addresses, Ips.

Several middleware based systems also implement a name service to handle their complexity. Such is the 
case of CORBA [23], and DySCAS, which will studied in detail later. For both of them, the name service is 
the corner stone of communication transparency and dynamic location and reallocation for applications.
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Illustration 1: The phone book is a very low technology example of  
name service. Symbolic names, people's names, are linked to their  
address in the network, telephone numbers.



2.2 SAINT: Statically Reconfigurable System
SAINT  [1] is  a  student  project  developed  at  Department  of  Machine  Design  in  KTH  and  with  the 
collaboration of Scania. Throughout three iterations that took place from Fall 2004 to Spring 2007, a total of 
32 students investigated the concepts of modular software and reconfigurablility for automotive distribute 
embedded systems.

The result  was doublefold: a middleware based system that allowed self-configuration of software block 
containing the applications; second and a demonstrator platform consisting of 1:6 scaled model of a real 
Scania truck with 7 ECUs loaded with a series of software applications specially focused in cruise control 
and mechatronics, which used the SAINT middleware to operate.

2.2.1 The SAINT demonstrator
The demonstrator created during the SAINT project, also referred to as the SAINT truck, was designed and 
built  by the students.  The purpose of it  was both the challenge of building it  in itself and to apply the 
developed software to a real world environment. As it has been said, the demonstrator is a 1:6 scaled model 
of a Scania truck (Illustration 2 below), which counted with an electrical motor and a series of different 
sensors  and  actuators.  It  also  includes  a  trailer  with  extra  ECU  and  functionalities.  The  chassis  was 
constructed using aluminum sheets, plastic materials for the cabin and commercial pre-built mechanical parts 
for the wheels and steering system.

On the electronics hardware components section, the truck contained with 7 ECUs (three C167 and an Atmel 
microcontroller on the truck plus three other C167 on the trailer) and several electronic boards built by the 
students themselves. Detailed information can be found in documents [3] and [4].

Apart from the truck itself, the demonstrator was extended with an operator station. This station consisted in 
a laptop with a game pad and a CAN interface connected to the truck's CAN bus. To avoid having to run 
after the truck when this was moving, there was a pair of CAN modems, one connected to the laptop's CAN 
interface and the other installed in the actual truck, which were connected between them by a WLAN. The 
laptop ran a LabView program in charge of displaying the information coming from the truck and sending to 
it the driving instructions inputed from the game handle. In terms of system architecture and middleware 
communications, the operator station is considered as another ECU, even though it is not in the truck and it 
doesn't run the real middleware, only an emulation.
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Illustration 2: SAINT demonstrator (without the trailer)



When all the elements are properly connected (as shown in Illustration 3 below) and a working configuration 
is loaded the truck can actually be driven using the game handle.

2.2.2 SAINT middleware overview
This project implemented message oriented middleware (MOM) for a statically reconfigurable distributed 
system. To achieve it, the software applications in the system are divided into independent modules that 
communicate with each other using the middleware4, which provides location transparency.

In a SAINT system, there are two kinds of modules: drivers and activities. As it appears in [2], “the drivers  
are bound to a certain ECU as they control a certain sensor or actuator. The activities, which contain the  
logic  of  the  function,  can  be  moved  around  freely  between  the  ECU's [in  the  demonstrator]”  without 
disturbing the general functionality. Any module, both drivers and activities, could perform its functionality 
and communicate with any other module regardless of the module distribution throughout the system, as 
long as the drivers are in ECU fixed by their hardware dependency.

The middleware is in charge of coordinating the communications betweens tasks so as to make them location 
transparent. To do so, it provides a series of interfaces that the applications use to communicate with each 
other, and relies on the underlying operating system (ENEA's OSE Epsilon RTOS  [18]) which provides 
messaging functionalities between tasks and with other ECU's using the CAN bus.

SAINT is a purely distributed system, in which every node has an exact copy of the middleware and the 
same hierarchical level as the others (there are no masters or slaves). There is no centralized management of 
the resources (SAINT signals) and no single node has a complete picture of the system context. Instead of 
that, each copy of the middleware manages the available and requested resources by dividing them into those 
local to the ECU and those external. The sum of all the partial pictures composes the global context of the 
system.

It is important to understand that the SAINT middleware is a full custom technology developed specifically 
for the demonstrator built together with it in the project. It is by no means a general purpose middleware and 
doesn't try to be so. This is the cause of the very tight limitations and lack of flexibility in its design.

2.2.3 SAINT signals
Conceptually speaking, the SAINT middleware is completely built around a fixed set of variables, called 
SAINT signals, which are the basis of data passing between applications. These signals are all two byte data 
variables and up to 252 can be defined5, though in practice not all of them are used.

4 Normally the the applications will also use the middleware to access the hardware in the ECU. Nevertheless, SAINT 
doesn't provide drivers other than those already provided by OSE Epsilon and leaves the applications to deal directly 
with them.

5 The SAINT signals are numbered using 8 bits and 4 are reserved for middleware internal functions, that's why there 
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Illustration 3: Architecture of SAINT demonstrator
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When designing the modules in a SAINT system a signal can be defined to symbolize any certain piece of 
dynamic information, such as the speed of the truck, the throttle of the engine or whether the lights should be 
turned on or off, as far as it can be coded with 16 bits. Later, during runtime, the applications that produce 
this information will update the corresponding signal whenever there is a new value for it. The middleware 
will then distribute it throughout the system and provide an up to date value to any application wanting that 
information.

Applications are never asked for information, instead, the middleware in each ECU keeps a local copy of the 
latest value of the signals and the time of their last update. When an application needs the value of a signal, it 
can ask the middleware for it, which will provide the value cached locally.

For the sake of efficiency, especially on the network, the copy of the middleware in each ECU only stores the 
values of those signals provided or requested by the local applications, and only forwards over the CAN bus 
those requested by other ECUs.

2.2.4 Middleware architecture
The SAINT middleware is a C program running a series of concurrent processes (threads) and provides a set 
of interfaces for the applications running over it. For a better understanding, its architecture can be divided 
into three blocks: interfaces, main process and CAN communication processes (Illustration 4 below).

Interfaces

Following  the  principle  of  information  hiding,  the  modules  that  rely  on  the  middleware  for  their 
functioning don't communicate directly to its main process. Instead of that, the middleware module offers 
a series of interfaces that create messages with the appropriate format, which are then sent to the main 
process using the OS. If the call to the middleware demands some kind of information, this interface 
function  will  also  wait  for  an  answer  through  a  message  on  the  OS,  finally  returning  the  required 
information or some kind of error code.

Due to the very restricted nature of the middleware, these interfaces are reduced to a set of functions 
aimed to handle the SAINT signals described before, such as publishing their availability or subscribing 

are 252 usable signals.
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Illustration 4: Structure of the SAINT middleware
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to their values. These interfaces are an important part of the middleware and the API they compose will 
be defined later in this text in a section of their own.

Middleware main process

The main core of the middleware consists of a process with a double purpose. First of all, it is in charge of 
initializing the system, including some hardware elements such as the CAN interface [28].

When the startup phase is finished, this process will start to perform the functionalities of the middleware 
properly speaking, i.e., processing the incoming messages and handling the SAINT signals. This process 
will manage the access and update of the local cached copy of the signal values. It will also keep a record 
of requests over signals done by local and external applications.

Being a MOM, all transactions are done by message passing, OS messages in local communication and 
CAN frames between ECUs.  The main process  is  the  central  point  of  the  middleware,  in  charge of 
processing and routing these messages. Requests coming from local applications are solved directly if the 
resources are available in the same ECU. If not, the request is forwarded to the CAN communication 
module for it to be broadcasted over the CAN bus. When the request comes from other ECUs over the 
CAN bus (passed to the main process  by the communication module) the main process handles and 
answers it directly, transparent to the applications.

CAN communication module

Handling the CAN bus communication is another task of the middleware. This is done by a module, 
independent of the main process, which consists of a interrupt service routine controlling the received 
CAN frames and a process (running thread) in charge of sending them.

When a new frame is received by the CAN controller, the receiver ISR parses its information and sends it 
to the main process in an OS message. When there is information to be sent on the CAN bus, the main 
process will pass it in an OS message to the sending process, which will broadcast it on the bus, properly 
formated in a frame.

2.2.5 Calls to the middleware
The SAINT middleware provides to the applications several interfaces, or middleware calls, for them to 
access or manipulate the AINT signals' information. Each one generates an OS message which is sent to the 
middleware's main process for it to be processed.

These middleware calls are five [5]:

● MW_defineoutput: The applications providing the values of a given SAINT signal will have to 
define it as an output before starting to provide its values over time. The middleware reacts to this 
notification by defining the signal as  locally available, but will not inform other ECUs about this 
fact. Ever since, a local cached copy of the signals value will be kept.

● MW_subscribe: an application that wants to access periodically the value of any signal should ask 
the middleware to subscribe it. This will make the middleware keep an up to date copy of it's value. 
If the signal is locally available, a subscription ACK notification will be returned to the application 
since the signal value is already being cached. If not, a subscription request will be broadcast over 
the CAN bus. Whichever node has the signal locally available, if any, will define it as exportable, 
and return a subscription ACK. When the acknowledging message arrives to the subscribing ECU, 
the signal will be defined as importable, and forward the ACK to the application. Whenever a new 
value of an importable signal appears on the CAN bus, the middleware will update its local copy. If 
after a certain timeout no subscription ACK message has been received, the middleware will assume 
that the signal is not available in the system and send a NACK message instead of ACK to the 
requesting application            (Illustration 5 below shows the process).
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● MW_set: after an application has defined a signal as available using MW_defineoutput, it can start 
to set its value by calling this function. A message with the update will be sent to the middleware that 
will keep it in its local copy. If the the signal is defined as exportable, it implies that at least another 
ECU also needs to be informed about the evolution in the signal's value, so a message is sent over 
the CAN bus with its new value.

● MW_get: applications can get the latest  value of  a signal with this  call.  If  the signal is  locally  
available or imported, the middleware will answer immediately with the local stored value, since in 
both cases the signal is being cached. In other case, a message is broadcasted over the CAN bus 
asking for it's latest value. The ECU that has it  locally available will then answer with the latest 
value (Illustration 5 above shows the process).

● MW_printa: this middleware call is not related with the SAINT signals. It simply broadcasts data 
over the CAN for logging purposes.

These middleware calls together with the concept of SAINT signals is what provides the system location 
transparency for the applications.

2.2.6 CAN communications
The CAN bus  [28] is the only means of communication between ECUs in the SAINT system. Only the 
different  copies  of  the  middlewares  send  messages  between  each  other,  which  can  be  of  two  kinds: 
distribution of the values of the SAINT signals and control messages between middlewares. Both rely on the 
CAN protocol directly for their communication. No additional transport or network protocol is implemented 
and each of their messages is encapsulated in a single CAN frame.

The data sent in each message is formatted into the CAN frames as follows (Illustration 6 below):

● The frames all use the standard 18 bit identifier.

● The node ID is a number given to each node to identify it in the network.

● The value ID indicates which kind of message is being transmitted.

● Intvalue1 and intvalue2 are the upper 8 bits and lower 8 bits, respectively, of the information sent in 
the message, the message value.

● The other 5 bytes of the payload are not used.
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Illustration 5: a) Subscription process when the signal is local and Get process when the 
signal is local or subscribed; b) Subscription process when it is registered in a different  
node and get process when the signal is not local and is not subscribed.
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Illustration 6: Format of CAN frames in SAINT
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There are five kinds of messages that can be transmitted, each identified by the ValueID field in the first byte 
of the payload:

● 125: when  subscribing  to  signals  defined  in  other  ECUs,  the  subscribing  middleware  sends 
subscription request message. In this case, the message value contains the ID number of the signal 
being subscribed.

● 126: on a successful subscription, the middleware in the ECU where the signal was defined as an 
output will  answer with a  subscription ACK,  where the message value is again the signal's  ID 
number.

● 127: it defines a value request message, sent when the value of a non-subscribed signal is requested. 
Once more, the message value is the signal's ID number.

● 128: indicates that the message is the result of a call to MW_printa. The message value contains the 
information being broadcasted.

● <Any other value>: this messages are used to distribute the new values of signals. The value ID 
represents the ID number of the signal being updated while the message value contains the new 
value.

With this very simple messaging system SAINT can cover all its information passing between applications 
by sacrificing the possibility of supporting more complex services.

As it has been implicitly shown already, no addressing is ever used for the targets of the messages; the use of 
node IDs in the frames is anecdotical and only used for tracing while debugging the system. This is because 
the SAINT system doesn't use any addressing system for their nodes or applications. Instead of that, it purely 
relies  on  the  broadcasting properties  of  the  CAN bus.  Every single  CAN frame will  reach  every  node 
connected to the bus and it's up to the receivers to filter it or not.

Therefore, the middleware only considers two domains: local (to the node) and external. If something is not 
local, it will be requested or supplied using CAN frames, that will reach every node composing the external  
domain. The receiving nodes will all ignore the message except those in whose local domains is available or 
requested.

Examples

Lets imagine a four node SAINT system. Node 1 wants to subscribe to signal 20, which is available in node 
4. It will then send a message <125,20> which will be received by nodes 2, 3 and 4. Nodes 2 and 3 will 
ignore the message since signal 20 is not defined in their local domain.

Node 4, instead, will reply with a message <126,20> which will be received by nodes 1, 2 and 3. Nodes 2 
and 3 will again ignore the message, since there is no local subscription request for it, while node 1 will 
update it's internal status.
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Illustration 7: Broadcasts of a subscription request for signal 20.
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Later, in the same context, node 2 requests the value of signal 20, so it sends a message <127,20>. Node 4 
will reply with the latest value of the signal with a message <20,XXX>. This time, node 3 will not ignore the 
message and neither will do node 1, which will update it's local copy of the value.

The result is a purely distributed middleware that manages bidirectional communication without using an 
individual addressing. The price to pay is its obvious limitations, such as bad scalability.

2.2.7 Name service
In the SAINT middleware, the implementation of the name service is quite different to the ones mentioned 
under the common terminology section; if it can be considered a name service properly speaking.

The only services available for the applications are the SAINT signals6. Each one is identified with an 8 bit 
number that can be considered their symbolic name. Besides, SAINT lacks a proper addressing system, but 
the division between local and external domains can serve as an equivalent.

6 There are also hardware resources the driver modules access, but the concept of name service is not applicable here 
either since the applications access them directly.
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Illustration 8: Broadcast of subscription ACK for signal 20.
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The major differences between this name service and conventional ones are, first, that it is diluted in the 
middleware  and  there  is  no  distinguishable  process  that  contains  it.  Secondly,  the  naming  service  is 
distributed, not centralized, as it happens in CORBA or DySCAS, which will be described later. Each node 
keeps a record of those services involved in  activities in the node and only those services.  Finally, the 
information contained in the name service is not provided to the applications for them to locate the services. 
It is kept in the middleware and used by this to cache the values of the required SAINT signals.

For all this, SAINT's name service is a very unconventional one, with the very peculiar characteristic of 
being distributed.

2.2.8 Software configuration tools
As a part of the project, the students created two software tools to help with the reconfiguration of the the 
system. One was use for creating new configurations automatically [6], the other to load the compiled code 
into the ECUs [5].

The  first  tool  consists  of  a  Java  based  program  which  provides  a  GUI  for  automatic  generation  of 
configurations out of the precoded applications. Using the interface it can be seen where the drivers will be 
loaded and then choose in which ECU to locate the activities. The modules are stored using a Matrix 10 
PLM environment from which the tool gets them and compiles them as chosen together with a copy of the 
middleware and the OS using Tasking [19]. The tool will then produce a hex file with the object code to load 
into the ECUs and a documentation of the created configurations, among other files.

The other programming tool implements a function to reflash the ECUs remotely over the CAN bus instead 
of needing a direct serial connection with the board of each one [5]. This tool is actually divided into two 
programs: one installed in a x86 computer (nominally the operator station laptop) and a copy of the other 
loaded in the flash memory of each ECU.

In  the  C167  ECU's  the  flash  memory  is  divided  into  eight  sectors,  that  can  be  accessed  and  written 
independently. The program for the ECU, which will be call  loader, is stored in the two sectors with the 
lowest addresses and the other six are left for software applications (Illustration 11 below).

The  loader  program  will  remain  latent  until  a  CAN  frame  is  received  with  an  identifier  equal  to 
(decimal)256. Depending on the payload, the loader will restart the application software (set the program 
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Illustration 11: Software distribution in the flash memory



counter to the initial address of the application segment) or enter a memory flashing mode. In this mode, the 
loader can be sent several instructions in specially formatted frames through the CAN bus, such as delete a 
sector of the flash or write a data word into the memory ([5] for a complete description). This collection of 
formatted frames is basically a simple communication protocol over CAN tailor made in the SAINT project 
to reflash memories.

The coupled program that completes the flash over the CAN tool is called “SAINT II CAN Flash Tool”. Its 
task  is  to  extract  the  object  code  from the  hexadecimal  files  generated  by  the  compiler,  reformat  the 
information in order to package it into CAN frames and send them to the different ECUs for reflashing. This 
program  works  in  combination  with  the  loader  program using  the  communication  protocol  previously 
mentioned.

The complete execution sequence would be:

1. Parse the .hex files to fit them into CAN frames.

2. Send the instruction to the loader in each ECU to enter in memory flash mode.

3. Give instruction to delete the memory sectors in the application segment.

4. Send the parsed object code frame by frame to each ECU to be loaded into the memory.

5. Check the checksum of the transmission.

6. Send the instruction to reset the application software.

With this process, new configurations can be loaded into the truck without needing to change the cabling or 
manually restart the ECUs. It can even be done wireless using the CAN modems.

2.3 DySCAS: Dynamically Reconfigurable System
The DySCAS project aims to create a frame work that defines the guidelines and tools to create dynamically 
self  configurable middleware based systems for embedded automotive environments.  Its main goal  is  to 
create  the  conceptual  basis  to  create  “an  intelligent  automotive  networked  middleware  that,  unlike  the  
common static  design-time  configurations,  adapts  itself  to  cater  for  an  updated  hardware  or  software 
component configuration, either off-line or on-line” [8]

In order to achieve this, the middleware must be “aware” of events taking place in the system and react to 
them in order to continue to satisfy the needs of the system with the available resources even if either of the 
two change.  In  order  to  do so,  the  middleware must  be  prepared  to  change the system's  configuration 
dynamically, in the most efficient way but never allowing any threats to the reliability, safety and security of 
the system.

2.3.1 Target
The ever increasing complexity of electronic systems is also evident in embedded automotive systems, where 
cars already count with tens of ECUs interconnected with networks such as CAN or MOST. On top of this, 
the  increasing  number  of  functionalities  available  and  demanded  by  the  public  pushes  this  number  to 
increase even further. Besides, devices that were traditionally not considered a part of automotive systems, 
such as DVD players or cell phones, are starting to become common in what a modern car is expected to 
handle.

Traditional static systems are no longer good enough to cope with this new context where elements of the 
system can be added, removed or change their characteristics dramatically during runtime. New technologies 
capable of autonomously adapt are needed to handle such a degree of complexity.

DySCAS is not the first attempt to create an autonomous dynamically self configurable middlewares for 
such systems. Nevertheless, these solutions are built over powerful CPUs with a large amount of resources 
available,  not  suitable  for  embedded  ECUs.  DySCAS  tries  to  provide  all  the  features  of  a  dynamical 
middleware, but adapted to the very limited resources of an embedded system.
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Nevertheless, an automotive system usually has an heterogeneous internal structure, with different domains 
that have different needs. DySCAS does not aim to provide a solution to all these domains. It is focused in 
the non safety critical subsystems of a car, which are more likely to change and require a lower level of 
reliability and safety, specially those related with infotainment.

2.3.2 Requirements and use cases
Because of the very wide spectrum of possibilities, a part of the DySCAS project is to define which are the 
requirements and use cases the middleware must be capable of handling. There are four general use cases 
(GUC) defined:

● GUC1: New Device Attached to the Vehicle

● GUC2: Integrating New Software Functionality

● GUC3: Closed Reconfiguration

● GUC4: Resource Optimization

For each use case there is a list containing functionalities and requirements the system must fulfil. Not all 
affect this thesis, so it will only cover some that are relevant to the development of the gateway, contained 
under GUC1 (the full list can be found in the [9]):

Number Generic Functionality Description 

1 Detection of new devices by the vehicle

2 Attachment of detected new devices

6 Announcement of services of new device to in-vehicle information systems

5 Detach functionalities

Name Non Functional Requirement Description

NF1
The integration must be as transparent as possible for the user. (As long as no user 
interaction is desired)

2.3.3 Architecture
A very  important  goal  of  the  DySCAS  project  is  to  provide  the  guidelines  and  patterns  to  create  a 
middleware  that  can  cover  the  previously  mentioned  use  cases  and  be  integrated  into  an  automotive 
embedded system. In order to do so, the described architecture must cover certain aspects and behaviours of 
self-managed systems.  The  following are  the  aspects  covered  in  DySCAS and the  description  of  them 
following the IBM's autonomic computing reference model [9] [26]:

● Self-configuring: A  system  configures  and  reconfigures  itself  in  varying  and  unpredictable 
conditions.

● Self-healing: A system discovers problems or potential problems, and finds alternate ways of using 
resources or reconfiguring the system to keep functioning smoothly.
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● Self-optimizing: A system  monitors  its  constituent  parts  and  fine-tunes  workflow  to  achieve 
predetermined system goals.

● Self-protecting: A system detects, identifies, and protects itself against various types of attacks to 
maintain overall system security and integrity.

The  guidelines  describing  how  to  create  a  middleware  with  such  characteristics  are  condensed  in  a 
conceptual architecture (Illustration 12 below), which describes how these should be mapped into different 
services and conceptual  blocks. As well  as the details  to achieve self-management,  the architecture also 
describes how to handle the complexity of the underlying infrastructure and how to provide transparency to 
the applications running over it.

This architecture can be divided into three main layers containing different layers.

The first would be the instantiation layer. It is the closest to the underlying system platform and it is charge 
of handling the complexity of the generic infrastructure under the middleware and hide it from the upper 
services  of  the  system.  It  contains  the  services  that  control  the  communications  and  other  technology 
dependent resources.

On  top  of  that,  there  is  the  layer  containing  the  core  services  of  the  middleware.  Abstracted  from the 
underlying  technology,  these  services  are  the  ones  responsible  of  the  self-management  of  the  system, 
handling the distributed resources, monitoring the system and generating the appropriate configuration to run 
the system.

Finally,  on  top  of  the  middleware  itself,  lie  the  applications,  contained  in  the  application  layer.  The 
middleware  provides  the  DySCAS  Application  Program  Interface  (API)  for  the  them  to  invoke  the 
middleware services in a generic, technology independent way. Using this API, the applications can access 
the services provided by the middleware and other applications.
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Illustration 12: Schematic view of the DySCAS architecture



An exact  description  of  each  service  contained  in  the  DySCAS middleware  can  be  found in  the  D2.1 
DySCAS System Architecture document [9].

2.4 Enea's Implementation of a DySCAS Middleware
Even  though  the  DySCAS project  aims  to  create  a  framework  for  OEMs and  third  parties  to  develop 
DySCAS compatible middlewares and applications, a part of the projects is to validate the frame work. The 
same way this thesis is a part of the KTH's contribution in this field, the company Enea, another partner of 
the project, is to create a reference implementation of the DySCAS middleware. The result is called SHAPE.

2.4.1 Hardware platform
The reference implementation is tested in a validation platform created at Enea (Illustration 13 below) called 
the Sink unit. It composes a system with several ECUs with different CPUs and running different operating 
systems [22]. The different nodes are connected to either a CAN Bus or an Ethernet.

2.4.2 SHAPE's architecture
The reference implementation created at Enea follows the conceptual architecture defined in the DySCAS 
conceptual architecture, even though, as for today, it doesn't implement all the services and features defined. 
This section will describe those services relevant for this thesis. Illustration 14 below shows a diagram of the 
architecture.

A very important feature specific of this implementation is that it is designed to be strongly hierarchical, with 
a master/slave model. The nodes can be defined as masters or slaves, and when connected, the different 
master nodes have to negotiate which of them will be the master in the network. There can only be one 
master and the rest will be latent masters or simply slave nodes. The role of the master is to provide the 
location of the name service and handle the insertion of new nodes to the network.

Each node, regardless of master or slave, will have in its middleware a link handler, which takes care of the 
communication between services, local or external. It is located in the instantiation layer and abstracts the 
middleware from the network technology.

Enea's  implementation also  defines  a  Resource  Management  Service.  Also  inspired  by the  master/slave 
hierarchy, it is structured upon a single General Resource Manager (GRM) and one Local Resource Manager 
(LRM) per node.  Each LRM is responsible  of  monitoring the  resources  in  their  ECU, such as CPU or 
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Illustration 13: Diagram of the Enea's Sink unit



memory usage, and periodically inform the GRM so it can have an overall understanding of the system. The 
only task of this system which will be referred to here is that of managing the services and applications 
located in its ECU and locating the services in the rest of the system [21].

2.4.3 Name Service
As it was described in the architecture, the name service is located in the master node of the system. It is in 
charge of providing storing the address in the network of every service in the system. Services are registered 
into it by name so it can provide their address when applications demand it. The following section describes 
the most relevant interactions with the Name Service in detail.

As soon as it chosen, the master node will start to send heartbeat messages over the network with the address 
of the name service. Each Local Resource manager will store its address in order to register and locate 
services when when required.

2.4.4 Management of application services
The applications running over the middleware are not aware of all the process between the local middleware 
and the name service. To make it possible, the API provides a series of functionalities the applications can 
call in order to publish their own services and access others.

Enea's reference implementation offers four main basic functionalities to operate with services: register a 
service, subscribe to it, locate it and send it a signal [21].

Publishing a service

The service an application can provide must be registered in the Name Service before it can be used by the 
rest of system. To do so, the application calls an API function that will send a message to the LRM with the 
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Illustration 14:Diagram of the SHAPE's architecture.
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name of the service. The LRM, which knows the address of the Name Service, will add this information to 
the message and forward it to the Link Handler.

It could happen, that the application is located in the master node, in which case, the Link Handler will pass 
the message directly to the Name Service. In any other case, the Link Handler will send the message over the 
network to the master  node.  The Link Handler  in  this  node will  finally  pass the  message to the Name 
Service.

When the service is successfully registered, the Name Service will answer with an acknowledgement (ACK) 
message to the calling LRM through the corresponding Link Handlers.

Certain services provided by the middleware itself, also have to be registered into the Name Service before 
being used. For example, the GRM has to send a message to the LRM, which will register it following the 
same process described above.

Subscribing to a service

Due to the dynamic nature of the DySCAS systems, it could happen that a service an application demands is 
not present at that moment, changes location or is removed from the system. To handle this situations, the 
middleware  provides  the  option of  subscribing to  a  service,  which basically  means that  the  application 
request the Name Service to be notified about any change in the status of services.
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Illustration 15: Publishing process
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Once again, the application makes the request through the API, which is sent to the LRM that forwards it to 
the Name Service. This answers with an ACK message and from that moment on, it will send notification 
messages to the application for every change in the service location or availability.Locating services

The last step before the application has to do before being able to communicate with the service is to locate it 
in the system. To do so, another function in the API allows the application to query the Name Service, always 
through the LRM, for the service's location using its name. To this, the Name Service will answer with a 
message containing the address or some error code.

If the application has also subscribed to the service, the Name Service will  notify the application if the 
service is registered or changes location. This will let know the application that it has to locate again the 
service before continuing to use it.

Communication between applications and services

At this  point,  the service should have been registered already and the application have its  address after 
locating it, so it can send messages to it. Since it already has the services address, the application could 
communicate directly with it through the Link Handler, nevertheless, it can still do it through the LRM in 
order to keep the Resource Management Service informed of the network utilization.

The nature and content of the messages interchanged between applications and services is entirely up to the 
programmers of both, as long as they comply with the message format defined by the middleware.
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Illustration 17: Location process
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2.4.5 Communication Protocol
Being a Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) all the communication performed through the middleware is 
done by message sending. Enea´s implementation defines a standard format for the messages sent between 
services  and  with  applications.  These are  called signals,  DySCAS signals  to  distinguish  them from the 
SAINT signals, which contain the information being transferred.

These signals are sent internally over the OS and packaged into CAN frames and Ethernet packages when 
communicating services in different nodes. This document will only cover the format of the CAN frames, 
since those are the only ones that will affect the gateway.

It can be seen in Illustration 19 above that all the information about the message is contained in the extended 
identifier field of the CAN frame. These 23 bits contain four main items of information:

● Signal ID: Together with the implementation of the middleware, each kind of message, also called 
signal, is assigned an identification number, which will indicate both the number of bytes and the 
nature of the data contained in the payload7. This way applications can filter unwanted messages. 
Since the signal ID field contains 7 bits, only 128 signals can be defined.

● Source process address: In the Enea's reference implementation the address of process is divided 
into the ID number of the node where it is running (snode) and the process ID number it (sprocess) 
has inside the node, codified with 5 bits each.

● Destination process address: Exactly the same as the previous one, but with the node ID number 
(dnode) and process ID number (dprocess) of the destination process.

● Message flags: These are two 1 bit flags that indicate the priority level of the message (Prio) and 
whether the data in the payload is little or big endian (LE).

2.5 Movimento Tools
For several reasons related to the DySCAS project8, it was decided as a part of the specifications of the thesis 
to use the tools of the company Movimento [14] to create the gateway solution.

Two Movimento tools were used in this thesis.  One was the Puma, a stand alone device with a micro-
controller and several integrated peripherals, specially communication ports to several networks commonly 
used in the automotive industry. The other was the Pantera, an IDE (Integrated Development Environment), 
with  which  programs  could  be  implemented  using  E-Script,  a  programming  language  created  at  the 
Movimento company, and later downloaded into the Puma to be executed as embedded applications.

2.5.1 Puma: Hardware and Firmware
The Puma device  [15] was selected  to  be the  gateway ECU. Sporting a  ADSP-BF534 Analog Devices 
processor [29] with several embedded peripherals such as CAN and Ethernet controllers. Together with this, 

7 Messages that contain more than 8 bytes of data will be fragmented into several CAN frames when sent over the 
network.

8 The two most important ones: Movimento was a partner of the DySCAS project and the hardware they provide 
much more powerful than the needs of the gateway, removing the problems of resource constrains from the 
equation.
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Illustration 19: Format of the CAN frame for DySCAS messages
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the processor itself is extended with several other peripherals such as additional CAN controllers to provide a 
total of three CAN interfaces, a WLAN interface, master and slave USB ports, among others.

Another important peripheral, which will be used largely in the thesis work, is a controller and port for an SD 
card. This is used mainly to store the programs to execute in the Puma device, but can also be used to store 
arbitrary data that can be read and written from programs running in the Puma.

The Puma is not supplied as a traditional training board, that provide a great level of usage flexibility and 
access to the components in it. It is provided as a closed package of hardware plus a preloaded firmware, 
which manages the underlying hardware with an embedded operating system9 and some libraries. It is not 
intended to be loaded with new compiled software; instead of that, the firmware contains a interpreter that 
can execute script programs coded in E-script. To run them, these programs have to be stored in the SD card 
and then command the interpreter to run them from the Pantera IDE.

2.5.2 Pantera and E-script
Movimento provides the Pantera IDE [16], another of their products, to develop applications to be ran in the 
Puma or in the same PC where it's installed. It provides the tools to code script programs, check their syntax, 
load them into the Puma and start their execution. Since the E-script programming language was created at 
Movimento, this is the only way to work with these tools.

E-script is a tailor-made programming language created to work specifically with the resources available in 
Puma or Pantera, and always depending on the underlying OS and the libraries in the firmware. This is why 
it is not possible to manipulate the resources in the system directly with it, only through API available in the 
firmware, collected in a series of libraries. Not having a direct access to the hardware nor the OS affected in 
many occasions the design and implementation processes.

When programming with E-script, the source code has to be contained into a text file with the script to be 
executed. Each executable piece of code can be defined as a statechart10, program or package. Programs can 
contain variables, functions and threads that the interpreter will run concurrently when commanded to start 
the execution. Packages, on the other hand, can only contain data type definitions and functions for the 
programs to call, being some sort of user made libraries.

Even  though  different  programs  can  be  running  at  the  same  time  they  cannot  call  functions  in  other 
programs, only those in packages. Programs, therefore, can only communicate with each other indirectly 
through functions in packages. Nevertheless, one of the libraries in the firmware provide something called 
pipes, very similar to those in the C programming language, which allow to send byte streams from one end 
to the other of the pipe. Since data can only be sent byte by byte through a pipe, it requires to create some 
kind of software adapter or driver to send complex data structures.

2.5.3 Port of the Enea's reference implementation into the Puma
As a part of their part in the validation of the DySCAS project, Movimento planned to port the reference 
implementation created by Enea into their platform Puma. It would be used in their own validators and will 
be made available to the rest of the parters in the project to use in theirs.

It will be implemented as a part of the firmware embedded in the Puma and will offer to the developers of E-
script programs the interfaces defined in the API of Enea's implementation. As the rest of the processes in the 
firmware, the internal functioning of the DySCAS middleware will remain hidden to the E-scripts and users.

As for the time when this document is written, the port is not yet available, but it is planned to be ready in 
the near future.

9 The installed OS is VelOSity of the company Green Hills [30].
10 Statecharts were never used in this project, but a definition of them, and the programs and packages, can be found in 

[15].
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3 DESIGN OF THE GATEWAY
After studying the technologies involved in this thesis work, it is time to define how the gateway solution 
was designed. This section will first cover what the constraints were and design decisions concerning the 
gateway entity.  It  will  also  have  a  special  section  about  how the  translation  between technologies  and 
protocols was approached.

3.1 Design Requirements and Constraints
The key aspect  affecting the design of the gateway is that it  should achieve the system integration and 
desired interoperability without changing, substantially, the implementation of any of the two subsystems. 
This imposes many constraints that must be considered for the design.

The following points will describe what the design of the integrated system should cover and the constraints 
it will face; each in a different level of the system.

3.1.1 Hardware integration
The platforms holding the two technologies will be based, as much as possible, on already working and 
stand-alone systems, to which some functionalities or applications that require interoperability will be added. 
A  proof  of  concept  implementation  proofs  the  idea  more  strongly  if  it  manages  to  integrate  two 
independently developed systems than a new pair of implementations specific for the experiment.

The chosen platforms are the SAINT demonstrator and the reference implementation developed by Enea. 
Which hardware platform will support the second is a flexible decision that can be taken when implementing 
the system.

Neither of the two were conceived to work with the other, so connecting nodes of one and the other in the 
same network will be extremely cumbersome. This is the main reason why the solution was decided to be 
based on an gateway ECU since the very beginning, to be able to isolate both technologies in order to take 
out of the equation the problems that might derive of sharing a same communication channel.

SAINT is designed to work using a CAN bus and Enea's reference implementation can be configured to 
support it as well. Therefore, the gateway ECU will present two CAN interfaces; each one connected to the 
SAINT and DySCAS networks, respectively. This way the gateway will have access to all the messages 
being transferred in both subsystems and will be in charge of forwarding/filtrating them and performing the 
needed translations (Illustration 20 below).

3.1.2 Integration of the gateway itself in the system
Having the gateway implemented in its own ECU introduces a extra complexity into the design. This “alien” 
node has to be included in both networks, without creating problems to nodes already there. How to do this 
doesn't have a unique answer. It can be implemented in different ways; some of the possibilities will be 
described in detail later in the text.

Regardless  of  the  exact  details  of  the  design  of  the  solution,  there  are  several  restrictions  that  any 
implementation must fulfil. The most important of them all is that including the new gateway ECU must, 
under no circumstances, generate any kind of error or abnormal behaviour in the subsystems it connects to.
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Illustration 20: The gateway node connected to both CAN bus networks.
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Furthermore, the gateway should be able to handle properly messages coming from either network. This 
could  be  done  by  implementing  the  functionality  involved  in  sending  and  receiving  such  a  message, 
discarding the message or generating some kind of default answer. Whatever the method chose, the result 
should not violate the principle of not introducing anomalous behaviours

3.1.3 Routing and Translation
Since the gateway functionality is going to be implemented in its own ECU, the only access it will have to 
the activities taking place in the system will be through the messages sent over the network11. Besides, the 
gateway  ECU  will  be  the  only  node  connected  to  both  networks,  and  therefore,  the  only  means  of 
communication between platforms. This point of the systems is what will be called the platform boundary, 
where both technologies meet and through which information is passed.

The chosen system topology makes the gateway the only responsible and controller of which information 
(messages) crosses the just defined platform boundary. Because of this, the gateway should also implement 
routing functionalities. Following the idea of not creating abnormal or desirable states in either subnetwork, 
the  gateway  should  control  the  message  forwarding,  only  allowing  those  messages  needed  for 
interoperability, filtering the rest.

As well as routing, the gateway must also be in charge of translating the information crossing the platform 
boundary. Different middlewares use different protocols to transfer this information, which can vary in many 
ways,  like  how  many  network  messages  are  used  to  transfer  a  particular  piece  of  information,  what 
information  is  contained  in  each  message  or  how it  is  formatted.  All  this  should  be  considered  in  the 
translation process.

3.1.4 Cross platform functionalities
The interoperability between platforms is the metric used in this thesis to measure the success of the system 
integration. The definition of interoperability given by the IEEE, used as reference definition in this thesis, 
is:

“The ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the  
information that has been exchanged.” [32]

In the particular case of integrating SAINT and DySCAS, there is a huge asymmetry that has to be taken into 
account. The DySCAS framework aims to give support a very broad variety of applications running over an 
also large collection of platforms. Besides it also provides many functionalities such as Quality of Service 
[25], software loading or policy based computing [17], none of which are implementable in SAINT.

Because of this, only application interoperability will be aimed for in this thesis work. What's more, only 
those applications that can be supported by both technologies will be considered. This common denominator 
group are all those applications that rely on the SAINT signals for their communications.

Setting  specific  goals,  the  gateway  should  aim  to  provide  a  means  of  sharing  information  between 
applications  across  the  platform  boundary.  In  other  words,  the  system  integration  will  be  considered 
successful if, at least, a DySCAS application is capable of accessing information stored in the SAINT signals 
and, that same application or another, is capable of injecting information, such as instructions into the SAINT 
system.

3.1.5 Additional functionalities for SAINT
As a result of the work in this thesis, an additional node, the gateway, will be added to the SAINT subsystem. 
Therefore, it was considered a good chance to improve the SAINT system in itself, no matter if it has any 

11 The gateway ECU could host applications from either technology, but that would be an exceptional case. The 
general case remains to be having the subsystems implemented on their own external nodes.
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DySCAS node connected to the other side of the gateway or not. It was agreed at the beginning of the project 
to implement the two new functionalities included in the goals: logging and embedded flashing tools.

Continuing with the principle of not altering the SAINT implementation in the nodes in the truck, these new 
functionalities must work entirely from the gateway node. Besides, it is not unlikely that there will be more 
iterations of the SAINT project, so these functions should be designed to be usable then. They should not 
depend on the DySCAS subsystem and be available for use even if there is no other subsystem connected to 
the gateway.

3.2 Different Approaches to the Gateway Architectural Design
There are many possible designs that could fulfil the specifications mentioned above in a satisfactory way. 
Leaving the technology translation for  later,  in its  own section,  the gateway can be designed following 
different architectural approaches. Different ideas introduce new parameters and trade-offs to have in mind 
when deciding for the solution to implement.

The following points describe the conceptual starting point and several options considered during the thesis 
work. To exemplify and compare the designs, all of them will be framed in a hypothetical system with three 
SAINT and three DySCAS nodes.

3.2.1 Gateways in other environments
The most common field where to find gateway devices is in traditional computer networks, such as TCP/IP 
based ones. In this environment, the gateways are mainly used to interconnect sub-networks that work with 
different communication protocols. The gateway will have an interface to connect to each sub-network and 
will provide end to end communication.

This scenario is similar to the one handled in this thesis but not really the same. The main difference is that 
traditional  computer  networks  are  based  on  protocol  stacks  [31].  The  whole  process  of  the  end-to-end 
communication is divided into a series of layers, each built upon the one below. Each layer offers interfaces 
for certain services to the higher levels,  hiding the complexity of how it  is  implemented, and defines a 
protocol to communicate with the equivalent layer in a different node (that is why it is called a protocol 
stack; Illustration 21 below shows an example).

A gateway become useful when different sub-networks have compatible upper levels in their stacks but the 
lower ones differ. To solve this, the gateway will have an appropriate interface to connect it to each sub-
network and will implement all incompatible layers of each stack. The different nodes will communicate 
with the gateway, which will  pass the received messages up the stack hierarchy until it reaches the first 
common layer. At that point it sends message down the stack of the other sub-network using the protocols of 
the destination nodes. This way, the top level layers enjoy transparent end-to-end communication without 
being aware of the processes taking place underneath.
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Illustration 21: Diagram of two nodes in a network 

implementing the same protocol stack.



As a matter of fact, the protocols are normally not translated at all. The data units are passed to an upper 
common layer, shared by both technologies, and injected down again into a different set of protocols. This 
cannot be directly applied to middleware interactions, since for many processes taking place in them, there is 
no upper level to abstract to. In any case, it is a good starting point, that inspires the first design approach 
described in the next section.

3.2.2 Transparent communications
From the point of  view of the designers working with either  of the technologies it  would be extremely 
interesting to  hide all  the  complexity  derived from having to  cope with nodes or  services  that  can't  be 
accessed directly. It would be very convenient to be able to consider any resource in the system as a node of 
its own technology and in its own network.

This can't be the case, obviously, since at least a subset of the services is both in a different technology and 
subnetwork. Interactions and specially messages will always have to be translated and cross the gateway, 
which will also act as a router. Nevertheless, the design of the gateway can be such that it will hide all the 
process, making the communication transparent.

To do so, the messages must be forwarded through the gateway node transparently and the presence of the 
gateway ECU itself hidden to the middlewares in the rest of nodes, similar to how a switch operates in an 
Ethernet network  [31]. The result will be a virtual single CAN bus to which all nodes are connected. The 
difference with a real single CAN bus is that the gateway node will translate the messages en-route as they 
are forwarded.

As it can be seen in Illustration 22, the middlewares in the different nodes communicate with those of the 
other technology unaware of the difference. The SAINT nodes will be able to distribute their subsystems 
information by broadcasting it in the network as if it was only one. The DySCAS nodes, will consider that 
the context is a CAN bus with six nodes, each with different applications and services.

Such a design leaves a huge load of work on the hands of the gateway. It should not only translate each 
message individually, but should also cover all the conceptual differences and missing services to cover the 
gap between technologies.  For example, it  should cover up the lack of addressing system in the SAINT 
system when communicating  with  DySCAS nodes,  or  answering  the  requests  from global  managers  in 
DySCAS.

This solution provides both systems a very realistic vision of the whole system regarding amount of nodes 
and location of each application. Nevertheless, this level of information might create more trouble than the 
benefits  it  provides.  For  example,  if  one  technology performs  a  system reconfiguration,  it  will  have  a 
misleading context picture that might lead to unexpected errors.
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Illustration 22: Diagram of the transparent communication design
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3.2.3 Hollow interfaces
This approach has basically the opposite topology of the previous one: the gateway ECU is visible to the rest 
of the nodes, while the nodes of the other subnetwork are hidden.

This  new node,  the  gateway ECU, will  appear  in  each  subnetwork  as  another  node of  the  appropriate 
technology (SAINT in the SAINT subsystem, DySCAS in the DySCAS) and will represent all the nodes in 
the other subnetwork. Any application or service from the subsystem A that wants to be made available in 
subsystem B, and vice versa, will appear as if it was hosted in the gateway ECU, much in the way proxy 
servers work [31].

Any request coming from a node in one technology for a service in the other technology will be addressed to 
the gateway node. Once received, the gateway will internally translate the request and forward to the other 
subnetwork as if the gateway node was the requester. When the answer is returned it will be translated and 
forwarded once more through the platform boundary.

Externally, the gateway will implement all the communication protocols and remote interfaces necessary to 
allow the middlewares in the other nodes interact with it as if it was of their own technology. Nevertheless, 
internally, it will only contain a software emulating the expected behavior of the involved middlewares and 
translate the interactions and messages. Continuing with the general example,  Illustration 23 above shows 
how in the three plus three system, the gateway ECU appears as a fourth node in each subnetwork with 
which the other three communicate.

Compared with the approach of the transparent communications, this one significantly reduces the emulation 
complexity. Not only the problem is reduced from emulating N nodes to only one, but also the gateway 
doesn't depend on what other nodes can or cannot provide in order to emulate a technology.

On the other hand, this approach requires the gateway to implement an emulation of all the elements present 
in both middlewares. Doing so for a complex one can be as cumbersome as implementing the middleware 
itself.

3.2.4 Full middlewares
This approach is very similar to the previous one but instead of emulating the middlewares, this will be fully 
implemented in the gateway ECU; one of each technology.
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Illustration 23: Diagram of the hollow implementation design
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The topology will be exactly the same as in the hollow implementation, where the gateway ECU will be a 
visible node in each subnetwork that will stand for all what's available behind it. The interaction with it by 
the rest of the nodes will also be the same, simply because the other option emulated what in this one is 
present. This interaction will be handled by the middleware of the corresponding technology implemented in 
the gateway, which will act as a front end access point. In Illustration 24 it can be appreciated the similarities 
with the previous approach.

In this case, the internal functionalities of the gateway will  not consist of a single block of interrelated 
processes. Instead of that, it will be divided into three independent modules: one copy of each middleware 
and a module in charge of translating and routing messages.

The two middlewares will be included in the system following their original implementation as closely as 
possible. Each one of them will be assigned a subset of the system resources; e.g. each one will only control 
the CAN port connected to their corresponding subnetwork. This might imply introducing some kind of 
wrapper between the middleware and the underlying operating system.

The third module contained in the gateway, which will be referred to as the translator middleware, will be in 
charge of managing the communications between the two middlewares. Applications and services registered 
in one middleware will  be notified to the other by it,  as well  as requests and information interchanged 
between applications and or services. This information interchange will be done using some sort of wrapper 
for the interfaces and APIs provided by each middleware.

At this point, while being transferred between middlewares, it is when the information will be translated. In 
this case, the technology translation will consist in adapting the format used by the interface providing the 
notification, signal, etc., to fit the one used to inject such information into the system used by the opposite 
technology.

Introducing the actual middleware, with all its processes and functionalities, solves the problem of emulating 
it. On the other hand, it introduces a new one, porting the middleware's implementation to a new platform. In 
some  cases,  specially  if  the  underlying  operating  system changes,  the  porting  complexity  can  even  be 
insurmountable.

3.2.5 Comparison of the different design options
The  different  approaches  shown  above  have  positive  and  negative  aspects  that  will  affect  their 
implementation. These pros and cons have to be considered in order to choose the most suitable gateway 
design for the specific case of integrating a SAINT and a DySCAS subsystem.

On the SAINT side of the problem, it is very relevant that its middleware is extremely simple12. This will 
make it very easy to emulate or implement in almost any platform. Besides, being totally distributed and 
having a completely flat hierarchy, each node is completely autonomous in terms of internal behaviour For 
the SAINT middleware, outside of the ECU where it is running there is only an abstract whole containing all 

12 The source code of the SAINT middleware is barely 1000 lines of C code.
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Illustration 24: Diagram of the full middleware design
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the services that are not registered locally, regardless of the amount or kind of other nodes present in the 
system.

On the other hand, DySCAS has a much more complex middleware. It's architecture is based on a master-
slave hierarchy and has context awareness over the system. This implies that there is a constant control of the 
master  over  all  the  slave  nodes.  Besides,  the  control  of  configuration  and  resource  managing  is  also 
centralized in global services, which all also exerts a high level of control over the local services.

As for the transparent communications approach described before, if implemented, it offers a very desirable 
way of handling the multi-platform system, where everything is available, services and nodes, as if they were 
of  the same technology. Nevertheless,  its  implementation will  be enormously complex.  There is  a huge 
difference in the amount and kind of functionalities supported by the SAINT and DySCAS middlewares; for 
each of them, the gateway should have an emulation or at least a way of avoiding system errors. Besides, the 
master node and global services in DySCAS are designed to retrieve certain information and exert some 
control  over the rest  of the nodes that  the SAINT middleware is  not  ready to provide. Then again,  the 
gateway will be responsible of handling this. For all this, this solution is not considered to be suitable as a 
first option as the implementation of the gateway.

The other  two options,  hollow interfaces  and full  implementation,  avoid these problems by making the 
gateway node the only the other nodes can interact with. All the functionalities needed can be loaded into it 
and even adapts its own behaviour following the demands of master elements. The only question is then 
whether to emulate or implement the middlewares involved.

It has been shown before that the two technologies are very different in complexity. While emulation might 
be suitable for SAINT thanks to its simplicity, doing so with DySCAS can be as complex or more than the 
implementation  itself.  Then  again,  if  the  SAINT  middleware  is  going  to  be  implemented  as  it  is,  its 
simplicity will work against the design because of the very limited functionalities provided to the upper 
layers. DySCAS, on the other hand, offers a much more complete API to the application layer not to mention 
that the Movimento's port will be available eventually.

Because  of  the  difference  between  both  middlewares,  using  the  same  approach  for  both  doesn't  seem 
appropriate. Therefore, the design demands some kind of hybrid approach of the two previously mentioned.

3.3 Chosen Solution
After studying the different options, the chosen design would be a combination of hollow interfaces and the 
full implementations approaches. The topology will be, then, that of including the gateway as another node 
in both subnetworks that publishes in each of them all the services available in the other.

Internally, the architecture will be similar to that of the full implementation. The overall gateway function 
will be divided into three modules: the SAINT middleware, the DySCAS one and a translator module that 
will interconnect the other two.

The SAINT module will be an emulation of the original middleware. The purpose of this is not simplify the 
implementation but to expand it with several additional functionalities to handle the dynamic properties of 
the  DySCAS middleware  (e.g.  removing services  from the system,  terminating subscriptions,  etc.).  The 
logging functionality and the reflashing tool planned for SAINT will also be introduced in this improved 
version of the middleware.

For  the  DySCAS part  the  Movimento's  port  will  be  used.  This  way,  not  only  the  enormous  effort  of 
implementing the whole middleware is saved but the result will be more reliable. The DySCAS module will 
consist of a wrapper that will access the API provided by the firmware and handle the information provided 
by it.

The  translator  module  will  lie  in  between of  the  other  two and will  make  use  of  the  interfaces  in  the 
middlewares and provide some himself to extract and inject information into them. Internally, it will handle 
the incoming information, translate it and forward it to its destination.
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3.4 Design of the Technology Translation
Regardless of how the internal distribution of process and tasks is built, if the two technologies are going to 
interchange information, there must be a point where this information is translated. The previous sections 
have described where in the gateway the translating process would take place and how the other processes in 
the node would reach it. This section will cover the design of the translating process itself.

3.4.1 Scope of the translation process
A new definition of translation was defined specifically for this thesis:

“For any particular command or piece of information which is encapsulated into a data  
structure or protocol formatted for a certain technology translating it will produce a data  
data structure or protocol formatted for another technology that represents an equivalent  
command or piece of information.”

The key point is to keep the abstract conceptual information from one technology to the other.

This concept can be applied to any aspect or process taking place in the middlewares being translated but it's 
going to be limited to only those involved in providing interoperability. According to the constraints of the 
design,  the  interoperability  will  only  take  care  of  the  service  and  application  handling  done  by  the 
middlewares, and so will the translation process.

There are different interactions involved for an application to be able to use a service and the list varies from 
middleware to middleware. In any case, all the possibilities will be divided into two main groups: those 
performed by the service provider and or the middleware to make the service available and those triggered 
by the application trying to access the service.

For the translation to be possible, the technologies being translated must provided a means of performing all 
the  interactions  needed;  some  sort  of  protocol  or  interface  between  the  middleware  modules  and  the 
translation process. Using the division just mentioned, the two modules in the gateway must provide a means 
for:

1. Providing a service

1.a. Making the services in their subsystem available in the other.

1.b.Making the services in the other subsystem available in theirs.

2. Accessing a service

2.a. Allowing the applications running in their subsystem use the services in the other.

2.b.Allowing the applications running in the other subsystem access the local services.

Following these four points just mentioned, the translation process will consist in matching the protocols or 
interfaces defining point 1.a in one technology with those of point 1.b in the other; same for those of 2.a and 
2.b. For the four functionalities, all the transactions are done exclusively using the protocols and formats of 
the middleware involved. Adapting these will be the task of the translator module.

3.4.2 Translation technique
Now that it has been defined what has to be translated it is necessary to define how it is going to be done.

Since the translation process has been reduced to a matching between interfaces or protocols, the immediate 
approach is to create a direct mapping between them. For every data item produced from an interface or 
message of a protocol there would be a function that will produce as an output the corresponding call to an 
interface or message for the opposite technology. The collection of all the transfer functions will be called a 
dictionary between two middlewares. Illustration 25 below illustrates this technique.
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Such a way of performing the translation offers several benefits. Firstly, it has the minimum amount possible 
of  elements  involved:  only one set  of  transfer  functions.  Secondly, a  direct  translation as  this  one will 
presumably have a high performance since the translation will be done in one single step. This should reduce 
the delay overhead introduced by the translation process.

Nevertheless, performing a single step translation has certain drawbacks that are relevant in the context in 
which the translation is done. A very important one is the fact that this design is very sensitive to changes in 
the technologies being translated. If any interface or protocols change in one technology, all the transfer 
functions related with it also have to change.

This is specially relevant since the DySCAS project is still under development; it is not totally defined and it 
is liable to change. On top of that, SHAPE, Enea's implementation, is even more likely to be modified, since 
both the changes in the DySCAS definition and the ones introduced during its own implementation can 
affects its interfaces and protocols. Creating a set of transfer functions for it is not a simple task and it can 
easily get obsolete.

Another complications arises when translating between protocols with different amount of steps or states. It 
is not obvious how to translate two protocols when one sends a single message for a transaction while the 
other establishes a complex interchange of messages that have to be sent in order, using a single transfer 
function. A good example of this is how applications notify the middleware that they will make use of a 
service in SAINT and DySCAS. SAINT applications make a single middleware call to subscribe to a service 
which is answered with an ACK or NACK. On the other hand, DySCAS ones have to subscribe to the 
service in the Name Service, wait for the NS to notify that the service is available, query the NS for the 
subscribed service's location and, depending on the service, notify the service itself that the application will 
start  to  access  it;  not  to  mention  that  all  these  steps  have  to  be  done  in  order  and  waiting  for  the 
corresponding ACK messages.

Finally, the translation module implemented in this  thesis  is  just  a case study for the particular  case of 
combining SAINT and DySCAS in a same system, but its ultimate goal would be to create a general case 
solution.  In  this  direction,  the  single  step  translation  is  not  really  a  good approach  because  of  its  bad 
scalability. For every single pair of middlewares a new set must be created and very little can be reused from 
previous ones.
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Illustration 25: Direct translation between two technologies.
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In  this  particular  case,  the  disadvantages  of  the  single  step  approach  seem  to  outweigh  the  benefits. 
Therefore, a different design was chosen for the translation process, that consists in a multi-step translation. 
This idea is inspired by the field of compilers for programming languages, very different to middlewares but 
which shares a similar process of translation [20]. Several high level programming languages (e.g. Java or 
C++.NET) are first translated into a generic intermediate representation, an abstract machine code, and then 
compiled into the hardware being used in particular (Illustration 26 below shows the difference). Since the 
intermediate code is  abstract  and technology independent,  any high level  code can be translated into it, 
regardless of the underlying technology, and it can be compiled into any kind of hardware, regardless of the 
original high level code.

This concept is applied to the translation between middlewares. An intermediate common set of abstract 
interfaces and protocols is created to describe in a technology independent way the interactions performed in 
a system13. Both technologies are translated to a common intermediate “language”14 using a different set of 
transfer functions for each case. The gateway can process the interactions while they are defined in this 
generic format and then translated back to the corresponding destination technology.  Illustration 27 below 
shows a diagram of the different steps of this technique.

Compared to the initial approach of a direct one-step translation, this has a more complex design, since it 
requires  an  additional  set  of  transfer  functions  when  translating  between  two  middlewares.  It  is  also 
presumably slower, since the process involves three steps instead of one: translation to generic, processing 
and translation form generic.  Nevertheless,  this  method has several  advantages  very convenient  for  this 
thesis in particular.

13 Such a set should be formally complete and cover all possible interactions of any kind of middleware in order to be 
truly technology independent. This would be an enormous task and will not even be attempted in this thesis.

14 The intermediate “language” is not really a language properly speaking, but the term is used in reference to those 
used in compilers and other translations.
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Illustration 26: Comparison between direct compilation (left) and compilation using an intermediate 
representation (right). Each line is a different compilation process.

Illustration 27: Multi-step translation using an intermediate format.
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First of all,  introducing an intermediate standardized block between the technologies very much isolates 
them from the others. Each one can define its own set of transfer functions to translate their protocols and 
interfaces to the generic ones without needing to know how the others perform their own protocols. Because 
of this, if any particular technology is changed internally, it would only have to change its transfer functions 
to comply with the generic ones, without the other technologies being affected.

This feature derives in a second benefit: a much better scalability. Every technology has to define its own set 
of transfer functions to be translated to the generic ones. This implies having a pair of transfer functions for 
every  technology  involved  while  doing  it  with  direct  translation  will  require  one  for  every  pair  of 
technologies. Besides, the set of transfer functions of each technology can be reused basically entirely even if 
the other technologies is changed or if more than two subsystems are integrated. The graph below compares 
both cases.

Finally, a very important  feature that the multi-step translation offers is  an efficient way of routing and 
exerting some control over the activities between the subsystems besides the actual translation. With a direct 
translation,  any  control  activities  would  have  been  done  over  the  messages  interchanged  between 
technologies as a part of the transfer function and necessarily using the formats of either technologies or 
both.

On the other hand, with a multi-step approach every single interchanged message is translated to a common 
“language” with a common standard format. It is quite easy to include an intermediate process inside of the 
translation module in charge of processing, controlling and routing the interchanged messages. Even more, 
all these activities can be done using messages with the common format exclusively, that is independent of 
the technologies being translated. This even allows to create a generic processing and routing functionalities 
that can be applied to any technology.

For all this, the multi-step translation is the one chosen for the gateway developed in this thesis.
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4 DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION
The previous section described how was the process of defining the design used to make the gateway. This 
section will cover what were the details of implementing the chosen design. The overall architecture and 
each of its three blocks will be described, as well as the translation process and the additional features added 
to the SAINT subsystem.

4.1 Overall Architecture
As it  was explained,  the  final  design consisted of  three  independent  blocks  (one emulating the  SAINT 
middleware, another implementing the DySCAS one and a third one interconnecting them and translating the 
messages) that will interact with each other by message passing, as shown in Illustration 28 below.

Each module was implemented as an E-script program, executing several threads concurrently. Besides the 
programs, certain common functionalities were implemented in an external E-script package. This way, these 
can be accessed by the different modules present in the gateway and also by future programs that might be 
included in the node after the end of the thesis work.

The messages between modules was passed using the pipes provided by the firmware in the Puma. These 
pipes connect the SAINT and DySCAS modules with the translator one, which passed the messages a stream 
of bytes. The format of the messages was defined externally, but each module was in charge internally to 
handle and process the messages. This was done to increase the modularity of the gateway and allow future 
improvements in it such as new modules to integrate other middlewares.

All the modules relied on more services and resources provided by the firmware in the Puma other than the 
pipes. The middleware modules accessed the different CAN controllers using the CAN library provided. As 
well as this, part of the functioning, specially the logging and configuration tool, made use of the SD card 
integrated in the Puma and the file system to access it provided in the File library.

4.2 SAINT Module
This  module  was  the  one  in  charge  of  acting  as  a  front-end  for  the  interaction  with  the  SAINT truck 
subsystem. As it  was defined in the design, it  was implemented as an emulation of the original SAINT 
middleware which contained several additional features to cope with the fact of not being a closed system 
but a part of the gateway.
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Illustration 28: Structure of the gateway in three main blocks.
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4.2.1 Architecture
The architecture of this block was kept very similar to that of the original SAINT middleware. It sticks to the 
concept of a centralized main control process with several interfaces and communication blocks around it.

The  three  main  blocks  that  compose  the  original  architecture  (main  process,  its  interfaces  and  a  CAN 
communication module) appear also in the emulation, with the same functionalities as they had originally 
and some additional ones.  Illustration 29 shows an overall picture of the module's architecture. Three new 
blocks were added to the original three: a process in charge of logging and two more communication blocks.
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Illustration 29: Structure of the SAINT module
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Main process

These process continues with the role of centralized organizer of the SAINT middleware. It is in charge of 
handling the messages arrived from communication ports and the middleware calls coming through the 
interfaces. With this inputs, it performs all the functionalities provided by the SAINT middleware and 
those included in this extended version.

As well as for the middleware functionalities, this node acts as controlling core of the new features added 
to the SAINT module. It can reset the SAINT truck, reflash the memories of its ECUs and control the 
process of logging (the logging itself is done in a different process, though).

Interfaces

The emulation of the SAINT middleware provides a series of interfaces for other process to access the 
functionalities provided by the middleware. All the functions of the original middleware are kept with the 
same format, for reverse compatibility. Some new ones have been added, to handle the dynamic features 
of  the  DySCAS  applications  and  services  such  as  unregistering  services  and  unsubscribing  SAINT 
signals. The resetting and reflashing of the SAINT truck is also provided through interfaces for other 
processes to invoke.

CAN communication block

This  block is  basically  the same as  it  appeared in  the SAINT middleware.  A pair  of  processes,  one 
receiving  frames  and  the  other  sending  them,  handle  the  communication  over  the  CAN  bus.  It 
communicates  exclusively  with  the  main  process  with  a  message  queue  for  received  messages  and 
another for the ones to be sent.

Communication with the translator block

As it was said, the nature of the E-script programming language doesn't allow processes to call functions 
in other programs, only those in packages. The communication between programs is done through pipes 
as a stream of bytes. In the same way as with the CAN bus, this block acts as some kind of drivers to 
handle the communications with the translator module over the pipes.

The information between both modules is  passed as messages.  The incoming ones are handled by a 
process in this block, that extracts the information from them and injects into the SAINT module using 
the interfaces provided. The other process in the block, the sending one, receives the messages to be sent 
to the translator from the main process, formats them properly and sends them over the pipe.

Communications with an operator block

This part of the project was planned as a new feature for the SAINT system, but because of lack time it 
has been left as future work. Using some of the unused communication ports of the Puma, such as the 
third CAN interface, it will offer a potential operator to control the SAINT system using the gateway node 
as an entry point. This block will handle the communication of the used port and will offer a series of 
functions for the operator to control the execution of the SAINT truck, extract information during runtime 
or load new configurations.

Logging process

This process is in charge of creating new log files in the SD memory card and storing the logs into it. It 
receives raw information from the main process, transforms it into text messages and stores it into the log 
file. This process was separated from the main process because writing text strings into the files stored in 
the SD card was a very heavy process that interfered with the proper functioning of the middleware.
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The illustration shows an important design feature: every process in the module interacts only with the main 
process. This is done to try to reduce as much as possible the chances of some unwanted interaction or 
simultaneous access to resources and problem derived from these.

There  is  an  implementation  difference,  though,  with  the  original  design,  derived  from  the  underlying 
technology.  The  original  SAINT  middleware  based  the  communication  between  processes  on  message 
passing using a series of message queues provided natively by OSE  Epsilon  [18].  The operating systems 
supporting the E-script program does not support such kind of message queues, which relies on synchronized 
global variables for that. Nevertheless, in order not to adventure in the implementation too far away from the 
original design, which was proven to work satisfactorily, a service of message queuing was implemented as a 
part of the SAINT module itself, using local variables to create message queues.

Another difference is that some common functions that control the SAINT system were implemented in a 
function package instead of as a part of the SAINT module program. These functions, such as the restart of 
the truck's ECUs or those involved in the reflashing process, were located external to the program so they 
could be reused easily by other programs in the project or even in future projects.

4.2.2 Execution modes
The main process in the standard version of SAINT only performed the tasks of the middleware itself, but 
the one in the SAINT module in the gateway also implements some other functionalities. These additions are 
basically  three:  control  the  logging  process  (not  the  logging  itself,  which  is  done  by  another  process), 
restarting the SAINT subsystem and reflashing the SAINT ECUs.

Since these functionalities are basically incompatible with each other and can create unwanted behaviours 
and problems, some measures were taken to prevent these issues. Only the main process can execute any of 
them, that way, there is no problems derived from a bad synchronization between process. External events 
that might trigger a system restart, for instance, will send a request to the main process which evaluates how 
and in which order to attend them.

These functionalities are encapsulated into execution modes. While in a mode, the main process performs a 
single non pre-emptive task, such as processing an incoming message from CAN or reflashing the ECUs 
memories. Once the task is finished, the process will check which are the requests for the next execution 
mode. This way the requests are attended as fast as possible without interrupting a critical process.

The different execution modes and their tasks are the following:

Middleware

In this mode, the main process performs the tasks needed to emulate the SAINT middleware. It  will 
process the received messages from the CAN bus, through the CAN communication block, and generate 
the adequate answers. For each event in the subsystem, the main process will send a log entry to the 
logging process for it to include into the log file.

Each iteration of the main process that is done in the middleware mode will evaluate a single message 
waiting in the message queue. If the queue is empty, it will wait for a message a certain amount of time, 
exiting the task if the timeout is reached. In either case, at the end of this task, the execution mode is 
checked again before processing a new message.

Change log file

As described before, the logging of the system's activities is performed by another process in the module 
which writes log entries into a file in the Puma's SD card. This file can be changed and the log can be 
stored in a different one, but if it is done while the middleware is running there is a chance of corrupting 
the information or trying to write into an unopened file (which generates a runtime failure).

This is why, the main process is in charge of doing this delicate process. Giving the log file change its 
own execution mode ensures that the other modes, which generate log entries, will not be running during 
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the change. The task in this mode will  command the logging process to change file and wait for the 
acknowledgement  before  continuing.  After  its  this,  the  main  process  will  automatically  pass  to 
middleware execution mode.

Subsystem restart

In order to reset the SAINT subsystem, this executed mode can be requested to be executed. It will send a 
command to  the rest  of  ECUs to  reset  themselves15 and will  delete all  previously published signals, 
subscriptions and their values. The process is finished, the main process will automatically set the next 
execution mode to Change log file, which will eventually will lead to the execution of the middleware.

Reflashing of ECUs

It was planned to have the reflashing tool described in section 2.2.8 ported into the gateway, running over 
the Puma, and integrate it into the SAINT module in order to enable changing configuration without 
needing  an  external  computer  to  do it16.  Unfortunately, this  plan  was too ambitious  to  implement  it 
completely.  The  reconfiguration  tool  was  ported  and  successfully  tested  on  its  own,  but  was  never 
integrated into the module because of lack of time during the thesis. Nevertheless, it is proposed to finish 
the plan and integrate the tool as future work.

Ideally, when the integration is complete, this execution mode will allow to load a new configuration  into 
the ECUs in the truck. The configuration will be stored in the Puma's SD card as .hex files together with a 
file containing information about how the configuration should be done. The main process will then call 
the tool which will extract the information, format it properly and send it over the CAN (as described in 
section 2.2.8). This will be done, though, as future work.

4.2.3 Functionalities allowing interoperability
As it  was defined previously, the design of the translation process requires each middleware module to 
provide a series of functionalities. Since in the SAINT middleware the only kind of service supported are the 
SAINT signals,  all  these  functionalities  will  be  based  on  them.  It  is  shown here  how these  four  were 
implemented for the case of the SAINT module.

SAINT services available in DySCAS

In  the  SAINT  middleware,  the  SAINT  signals  are  made  available  with  the  middleware  call 
MW_defineoutput.   This  function  informs  the  middleware  running  in  the  same node  as  the  service 
provider that the service is available, but this information is not propagated. This creates a problem when 
trying to externalize the list of available signals.

To solve this,the emulation of the SAINT middleware in this module has a modification from the original. 
Every time the module receives evidence of the availability of a service (i.e. subscription ACK ad value 
messages of the signal) it will send a notification to the translator. Such a notification didn't exist among 
the original control messages, so it has been created for the purpose.

DySCAS services available in SAINT

The middleware call MW_defineoutput is the way to make signals available from local applications and 
is also the way services in the other subsystem can be made available. To do so, the translator sends a 
message with the signal ID to be defined, the communication block in the SAINT module receives the 
message and calls the MW_defineoutput function.

15 As it was explained in section 2.2.8, about the SAINT configuration tools, the ECUs loaded with the SAINT 
middleware can be reset by sending a special message through the CAN bus.

16 The goal is only to load pre-generated configurations into the flash memories of the ECUs from the gateway ECU. 
The  configuration still has to be generated externally.
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The SAINT emulator registers together with the signal ID that it corresponds to an external service. This 
way, when a SAINT application demands the value of the signal, the request will be forwarded to the 
translator.

SAINT applications accessing DySCAS services

The services provided by DySCAS applications are treated as if they were running in the gateway. Just as 
with the services local to the subsystem, the SAINT middleware emulator will keep a cached copy of the 
its values. When applications subscribe to these services, the emulator will forward the request to the 
translator. If there is a subscription acknowledgement returned from the translator, this will be forwarded 
to the subscriber and the signal will be marked as exportable to SAINT. From that moment on, the new 
values of the signal will be distributed in the SAINT subsystem.

If the signal was not subscribed, a received request for its value will be forwarded over the translator. Any 
answer for  that  request coming from the translator will  be forwarded to the requester  in the SAINT 
subsystem.

DySCAS applications accessing SAINT local services

Similarly  to  what  happened  when publishing  a  service,  DySCAS applications  can  send  subscription 
requests  over  the  translator.  When received,  the  communication  module  will  call  the  MW_subscribe 
function and return any ACK. The gateway will register this signal as exportable to DySCAS, and will 
forward any new received value over the translator equivalently to how it's done in the SAINT's CAN 
bus.

Requests  for  not  subscribed  signals  will  also  be  attended  through  the  MW_get  middleware  call, 
performed by the communication process when requests are received.

4.3 DySCAS Module
Equivalent to the SAINT one, this is the module in the gateway in charge of handling the interaction with the 
DySCAS subsystem. Differently, though, the DySCAS module is based on the the Movimento's port of the 
actual reference implementation developed by Enea as it is, without modifications, with a wrapper around it 
to integrate it into the gateway. Since this part was developed by a third party (Movimento in this case), the 
description of this model will only cover the wrapper developed in the thesis work.

Unfortunately, Movimento's port of the implementation for the Puma was not ready before the end of this 
thesis and this module couldn't be properly integrated by then.

4.3.1 Architecture
The structure of this module can be divided into two sub-modules: the implementation of the DySCAS and 
the wrapper that connects it to the rest of the gateway. This can be seen in the Illustration 30 below.

The middleware sub-module is integrated into the firmware of the Puma device. It is only accessible through 
the API it provides to the applications, E-script programs and packages in this case. Because of this, it will be 
treated as a black box inside the module with a series of inputs and outputs.

The  other  sub-module,  the  wrapper,  will  be  set  around  it  and  will  adapt  the  middlewares  API  to  the 
interactions with the translator. The mayor part of the process complexity will take place in the middleware 
sub-module while this wrapper will only contain two blocks: one for communications and another to handle 
the API. Both are described now:
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Communication with the translator block

It  has  exactly  the  same function  as  the  one  found  in  the  SAINT module.  It  acts  as  drivers  for  the 
communication over the pipe connected with the translator module. Two processes, one in charge of 
sending and the other of  receiving, will  adapt the DySCAS signals generated at the middleware and 
format properly those coming from the translator.

Interface adapter

This block is in charge of feeding into the DySCAS middleware and extracting from it the information 
involved in  the  interactions  with the  SAINT module.  It  does so by emulating the  way in  which an 
application running over this middleware would do it.

The DySCAS signals received from the translator, through the communication drivers, are injected into 
the DySCAS subsystem through its API. As well as this, the adapter listens to the answers to the injected 
requests  and  any  other  information  sent  to  this  virtual  application,  which  is  then  forwarded  to  the 
translator module. Any received information is immediately forwarded through the communication block 
and sent to the translator.

This block will also keep a record of the subscribed services as well as their locations. That way, all the 
process  of  querying  the  Name  Service  for  the  information  is  done  only  the  first  time  a  service  is 
requested.

4.3.2 Functionalities allowing interoperability
Since SHAPE was not conceived to work together with other middlewares but as the only middleware in the 
system, it doesn't provide any of the functionalities described in section 3.4.1. Neither does the Movimento's 
port, for obvious reasons, therefore, these functionalities are implemented in the surrounding wrapper.
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Illustration 30: Architecture of the DySCAS module.
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All  these  functionalities  are  based  in  the  same  DySCAS signals  the  middleware  uses  to  communicate 
internally and with the applications. These signals are injected and extracted from the DySCAS API and sent 
to the translator by the wrapper. How this is done for the four particular cases is described in the following 
sections.

DySCAS services available in SAINT

DySCAS is a dynamic and general purpose middleware and therefore there is an almost unlimited amount 
of kinds of services that can appear in the system in an unpredictable way. Furthermore, the Name Service 
doesn't  inform  the  applications  proactively  about  the  available  services,  only  answers  to  requests. 
Therefore, the publishing of DySCAS services in the SAINT subsystem will be done in the same manner; 
i.e. reactively as answers to requests.

Whenever a request for a service arrives from the translator, the interface adapter will subscribe to the 
service and locate it, if it had not been done yet, and perform the service request in itself. After all this 
process the answer coming from service will be forwarded back to the translator. All this is done using the 
interfaces defined in the DySCAS API for the application layer.

SAINT services available in DySCAS

The SAINT module will send a notification to the translator for every service discovered as available in 
its subsystem, which will then be forwarded to the DySCAS module. The interface adapter will receive 
this notification and will  register the service in the DySCAS Name Service as it the adapter was the 
application providing the service. This is done by calling the middleware call  dyscas_register_service 
provided in the DySCAS API.

SAINT applications accessing DySCAS local services

In a SAINT system, the SAINT signals are only allowed to be provided in one way: the service providers 
send new values whenever they are ready and the applications can only access the latest update of the 
signals. DySCAS doesn't impose a way of providing services and leaves the definition of the transaction 
to the service provider.

This can be problematic if a SAINT application tries to subscribe to a DySCAS service which doesn't 
support  SAINT's  transaction  scheme.  To prevent  risks,  as  for  the  end  of  the  thesis  work,  SAINT 
applications will only be allowed to subscribe to DySCAS service that do support it17.

When a SAINT application subscribes a DySCAS service, the virtual application on the DySCAS module 
will inform the service provider that it expects periodical updates of its information. From that moment 
on, it will wait for DySCAS signal sent from the provider that will be forwarded to the translator. If a 
request for value message arrives from the translator, it will be forwarded to the service provided as if 
requested by the virtual application. The answer will also be passed back to the translator.

DySCAS applications accessing SAINT services

The DySCAS applications will access the SAINT services in exactly the same manner as they access the 
services located in their own sub-system. First they can subscribe them and locate them querying the 
Name Service,  that  will  return the  address  of  the  virtual  process  running in  the  gateway's  DySCAS 
module.

After that, the applications will send DySCAS signals to the address of the virtual service. These signals 
will be received by the interface adapter in the gateway, which will forward the request to the translator. 
When the translator returns an answer or error message from the SAINT subsystem, it will answer the 
requesting application with the appropriate DySCAS signal.

17 As future work, a functionality in the translator module could be in charge to adapt different DySCAS service access 
protocols to SAINT.
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4.4 Translator Module
The translator module is part of the gateway that links both subsystems. It is connected to both middleware 
modules and has a bidirectional communication channel with both of them.. The translation and routing 
process  running  in  it  handle  the  messages  generated  in  either  sub-system  and  creates  an  end  to  end 
communication channel to allow the system interoperability.

4.4.1 Architecture
This modules follows the design approach of a multi-step translation process consisting of three phases: 
translating the received message from its original format to the generic one, process the resulting generic 
message or messages and translate them to their destination middleware format.

The architecture of this module follows the design and is also structured in three parts: a central core process 
in charge of controlling and routing the messages passing through the translator and two more, one for each 
technology, which communicate with the corresponding middleware module and translate the messages. 
These two parts are equivalent in structure and can be subdivided in two blocks: the one in charge of the 
communications  and  the  one  performing  the  translation.  Illustration  31 below shows a  diagram of  the 
structure and the following sections describe the processing elements involved: communication, translation 
and processing plus routing.

Communication drivers

As it happens on the middleware modules, the use of pipes connecting programs needs a pair of processes 
to handle the communications over them. As an addition to the ones found in the rest of the gateway, 
these process are also the ones that call the transfer functions to translate the passing messages.

These  processes  communicate  with the  central  process  using  a  pair  of  message  queues.  Besides  the 
translation, there is no processing done over the messages at this point. All the control and routing is 
performed at the central process.

Set of transfer functions: Dictionaries

The collection of all the transfer functions needed for the translation, which will be called dictionaries in 
this document. Each dictionary is associated with a particular technology and will contain two subsets of 
transfer functions; one will contain the ones needed to change the format of the received messages into 
the  generic  one and the other those to  translate  the messages back from generic to the technology's 
format.

Every dictionary is contained in its own E-script package, external to the translator module program. This 
way the translation of the messages is as isolated as possible from the routing and control of them. If there 
are any modifications in the interfaces or protocols of any technology, these changes can be absorbed by 
modifying the transfer functions in the package and keep the message processing untouched.

The packages containing the dictionaries are also ready to contain some information or policies about the 
middleware that can be used by the central process to adapt its functioning to the needs of the subsystems. 
This will  allow tuning the behaviour of  the translator  module without recoding it.  Nevertheless,  this 
option was not used nor implemented during the thesis work.
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Routing controller

This is the core process in the translator module and is in charge of routing the messages that arrive to the 
translator. It receives the messages sent from the middleware modules from the communication drivers 
already translated. Therefore, it operates only with messages in generic format. Since the functionalities 
performed  in  it  are  done  with  abstract,  technology  independent  information,  it  can  operate  without 
needing to know which was the original format of the messages.

Since the DySCAS port was not available before the end of the thesis and the DySCAS module could not 
be tested properly, the routing and processing functionalities implemented in this block only forwarded 
without  any  additional  value.  Nevertheless,  it  can  be  easily  be  improved  to  implement  interesting 
functionalities.

4.4.2 Service translation
It has been pointed out several times throughout the document the difference between the services available 
in the two subsystems. While the SAINT ones are constrained to the two byte value of the SAINT signals, 
the DySCAS services can be of many different sorts and require a negotiation with the service provider. It 
could very well happen that the information provided by a DySCAS service cannot be represented with a 
single SAINT signal. This is why, as well as the interfaces and protocols, the services themselves also need 
to be adapted.

The policy to adapt incompatible service information was to use the common denominator. In this case, those 
were the SAINT signals,  which were limited to only two bytes available for  service data.  The services 
handled inside of the translator, where the messages are all in generic format, were all fixed to have two 
bytes of data. Their identification was the same as the ones used for the SAINT signals for simplicity.
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Illustration 31: Architecture of the translator module.
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If a data item provided by a DySCAS service in a DySCAS signal contains new values for more than one 
SAINT signal, it is chopped into several messages when translated to generic format. Each of the messages 
will be an update for the corresponding messages. If DySCAS signal's payload contains information that 
cannot be expressed using SAINT signal values, it is discarded when translated.

4.5 Intermediate Format: Generic Primitives
In order to implement the multi-step translation chosen for the gateway it is necessary to have a proper way 
of describing all the transactions being translated. Every interface and protocol in either middleware involved 
in the interoperability between them should described in an abstract, technology independent way, but that 
doesn't alter its essence.

For this purpose, a new abstract format is created to describe messages and transactions, which will  be 
referred to as Generic Primitives. This format doesn't describe the interfaces and protocols themselves, but 
the pieces of information interchanged using them. Each individual piece of information is defined as a 
primitive and can be of two kinds:

● A call to a middleware interface and the parameters of the call.

● Each of the messages sent in a communications protocol with the data they transport18.

Some example of a primitive could be the act of publishing a service and its identification, a request for a 
service value or the answer to such request with the provided information.

To make the Generic Primitive purely generic and technology independent they should formally describe 
every single possible interaction that might happen in a middleware. Such a task would need an enormous 
amount of effort to study every kind of existing middlewares and their internal functioning, something that 
totally falls out of the scope of this thesis. Instead of that, the set of generic primitives defined for this thesis 
will only cover those interactions needed to communicate a SAINT and a DySCAS subsystem.

4.5.1 Syntax of the generic primitives
Each generic primitive consists of a data structure which describes which kind of interaction was performed 
and contains the parameters and data that it transferred. Inside the translator module, these are sent between 
processes as messages and can be controlled as such.

The following list describes some of the generic primitives created for the translation in the gateway and the 
parameters they contain, as well as their relation with the two middlewares:

18 In some cases, a call to an interface generates a protocol message, in which case one single primitive is used to 
describe both.
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Illustration 32: Examples of a service fragmented into several (left) and a service with 
codified information about others (right).
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● Publish a service: it is generated when the middleware is informed that a particular service has been 
made available for use in the system. It contains as parameter the identification of the service.

○ For the SAINT system, this primitive stands for every call to the MW_defineoutput interface 
that informs the middleware that a SAINT signal is defined locally.

○ In the DySCAS case, it describes the DySCAS signal sent to the Name Service containing the 
identification of the service being registered.

● Remove a service: is the opposite process as the previous one and it states which service is not 
available any more.

● Get service data: describes a request to a service to acquire a certain value or  information. Its 
parameter would be the identification of the service and a description of the requested information.

○ It describes the SAINT call to MW_get and the message it generates to request the information 
from other nodes. The only information requested is the value of a SAINT signal.

○ In DySCAS every service defines the kind of DySCAS signal the applications should to it in 
order to receive the information provided. The parameters of such a request will depend from 
service to service. Only the requests that demand the value of a SAINT signal will be accepted 
since that is the only kind of service SAINT can provide.

● Set  service  data: as  an  answer  to  a  request  or  of  its  own  accord,  when  a  service  provides 
information to some other point of the system it is defined using this primitive.

As it was explained in section 4.4.2 the services of the different middlewares might not be compatible and 
need  some  kind  of  adaptation.  In  order  to  prevent  this  problem form affecting  the  functioning  of  the 
translator module, the generics primitives describe their own identification mapping for the services. In the 
particular case of this thesis, the identification used by the generic primitives will match that used to name 
the SAINT signals. This is done for a matter of simplicity.
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5 TESTING OF THE GATEWAY
The original plan for the thesis work was to test the gateway with a series of demonstration scenarios. Each 
one  would  have  shown  a  practical  case  of  interoperability,  where  applications  and  services  of  both 
subsystems could interact and produce a visible result. This way, these tests could be added to the rest of 
demonstrators in the DySCAS project.

Once again, not having the Movimento's port of the DySCAS middleware forced to change and reduce the 
original goals of the thesis. It was not possible to create demonstrations using the whole system, but the 
gateway was tested with the available elements.

Most  of  the  testing  was centred on the  SAINT truck and its  configuration since it  was independent  of 
DySCAS subsystem. It consisted mainly in testing that the gateway node was properly integrated into the 
SAINT system. First it was connected to the truck's CAN bus and the gateway logged the activity in it. Later 
the tests consisted in interacting with individual elements of the SAINT validator, such as turning on and off 
the blinkers of the truck. Finally, the level of interaction increased until it was possible to drive the truck 
through the gateway and display information in a computer screen.

Another tested functionality, also related with the SAINT validator, was the new configuration tool. Even 
though it was finally not integrated in the SAINT module because of lack of time, it was tested on its own. 
The  configuration  tool  running  in  gateway  successfully  reflashed  the  memories  in  the  truck's  ECUs, 
therefore loading a new configuration.

When the translator module was implemented, the same tests used to check the integration of the gateway in 
the  SAINT  subsystem  were  extended  to  check  the  proper  functioning  of  the  translation  process.  The 
commands from the applications controlling the truck were implemented using the DySCAS format and sent 
to the SAINT module through the translator one. The commands were properly translated and the emulated 
DySCAS application managed to turn on and off the blinkers and drive the car.

It was not possible, though, to test the DySCAS module.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The result of the thesis work was not as successful as expected in terms of demonstration, since it was not 
possible to finish the implementation of the gateway completely. Not having a the port of the DySCAS 
reference implementation to the Puma, nor time to create an implementation of its own made impossible to 
make a demonstration that summed up the thesis.

Nevertheless, the preliminary testing showed very promising results. It was possible to evaluate successfully 
each individual part of the gateway and even test some small end to end interaction. The results are far from 
being complete but are encouraging to continue.

6.1 Design choices
Two main choices taken for the design of the thesis are worth mentioning.

6.1.1 Design based on a gateways
It  was  decided  before  the  start  of  the  thesis  that  the  solution  design  should  consist  of  a  gateway  that 
interconnected both technologies. So early in the project it already seemed as the best option for the solution. 
The evolution of the development showed that it was a good choice.

The most beneficial aspect of using a gateway was the possibility of isolating the different realms that will 
compose the final solution. It made possible to develop and evaluate both the gateway with each technology 
independently and the gateway on its own. Since the project had to make use of two already implemented 
technologies, it was very helpful to handle with errors and unexpected behaviours.

As for the quality of a gateway based solution compared with other possibilities, it is not possible to evaluate 
which one would have been better since only gateway one was implemented. Nevertheless, the result of it 
was satisfactory and covered the expectancies of the project. Other possibilities might offer improvements 
over the gateway one in terms of performance but almost for sure doesn't add any needed functionality this 
option can't provide.

6.1.2 Movimento tools
Probably the decision that influenced the implementation of the gateway the most was that of using the Puma 
and Pantera tools to develop the solution.

These two offer quite a powerful, easy to use platform where most of the capabilities of the hardware are 
already made available by the firmware embedded in it. This speeded up the project in the beginning since 
the learning curve of using the resources of the firmware and its libraries was much faster than what it would 
have been to use the hardware directly. In the same line, the programming language used to program the 
Puma, E-script, simplifies in a sense the task of implementing code that interacts closely with the hardware.

Unfortunately,  the  cost  of  this  simplicity  was  a  lack  of  flexibility  and  control  over  the  underlying 
infrastructure over which the gateway was built. The only possible way to access the resources of the Puma 
is by using libraries in the library, which limits the development options. Another important limit is the E-
script language. It was created specifically to be used in the Puma, not as a general purpose and multi-
platform language. This has two drawbacks: it is very unintuitive and limited when trying to implement 
anything different to what it was thought to do and it is not portable whatsoever. Though it helped in the 
short term of the project, it will most probably be a source of problem in the long term, specially if the Puma 
wants to be replaced by any other ECU.
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6.2 Future improvements
Since the thesis is framed as a part of the demonstration process of the DySCAS project, there are many 
ways in which the work could be extended and improved after the end of the thesis. On top of that, the lack 
of time left several parts of the original goals unfinished, which makes them become future work.

6.2.1 Complete the Implementation of the DySCAS module
Certainly the most urgent work to do is to finish the gateway as it was designed and include the Movimento's 
port in the DySCAS module as soon as it is ready. The implementation of the gateway at the end of the 
project is ready to have the port added only needing some adaptation to the still unknown particularities of it.

The gateway's functionalities and, to some extent, the interoperability between platforms can be tested with 
simulated traffic injected directly into the wrapper in the DySCAS module. Nevertheless, the quality and 
credibility of the results would not be enough for the standards expected in the DySCAS project. Because of 
this, including the port is of top importance.

If for whatever reason it weren't possible to use the port in the gateway, the module should still be finished, 
instead, by including some implementation of a DySCAS middleware. Such implementation should focus in 
at  least  achieving  to  communicate  with  other  nodes  in  a  DySCAS  network  and  handle  services  and 
applications.

6.2.2 Create Demonstration Scenarios
As it was stated in the section about testing, the gateway and its functionalities were tested to check their 
correct behaviour, but it was not possible to perform proper demonstration of the system. Since the ultimate 
goal of the thesis work is to be a validator for the DySCAS project, it is important to create some scenarios 
for this purpose.

These demonstrations should show cases in which there is interoperability between both subsystems. To do 
so, they must include at least a case of a SAINT application accessing a DySCAS service and vice versa. 
Certainly more functionalities and features could be shown, but these two cases are the bare minimum to 
consider the demonstration successful.

Two  scenarios  are  suggested  to  create  this  minimum  demonstration.  The  first  one  will  show  SAINT 
applications using DySCAS services and would consist in a version of the operator station that controls the 
SAINT truck running over the DySCAS middleware. This application would provide the service that give the 
commands to drive the truck. The control applications in the SAINT truck would access this information and 
use it for their functioning.

The other demonstration would exemplify a DySCAS application using SAINT services. The idea would be 
to have a display connected to a DySCAS node that would show information about the truck. An application 
in the node would access the SAINT signals containing information about, for example, speed of the truck, 
state of the lights and blinkers, etc., and would show it on the display.

6.2.3 Complement for Other Demonstrators
The result of this thesis is a platform with drivable truck running a statically reconfigurable middleware with 
an access point, the gateway, for DySCAS systems to interact with it. Since the DySCAS project is targeted 
to the automotive industry, this platform is an excellent testbed to perform other kinds of demonstrations and 
validations.

Even though DySCAS is mainly focused in the infotainment area of automotive systems and the safety 
critical sections fall out of scope, it offers many possibilities to test it over a working system. Running the 
middleware under test in a real car or truck would be very expensive, cumbersome and even dangerous. On 
the other hand, the SAINT truck is easy to handle, ready to use and safer to use than a real vehicle.
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